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The Principle = Content of the Early Revelation 1936-44 

                           Divine Principle  

                           + the Speeches of Dr. Moon 1956-2012 

Like Jesus teaching was called ”The Way” 

So ”the Principle” is eternal divine spiritual 

Truths and Laws (”the Way”) that can set man  

free from Original Sin and become  

the Divine Physical/Spiritual being intended  

at the begining of Creation. 

The goal of all humans Physical & Spiritual life! 



Short Vocabulary: 

 

CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook 

CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH 

CP    = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea 

DP   = Divine Principle 

LSA = Lord of Second Advent 

OT   = Old Testament 

NT   = New Testament 

CT   = Completed Testament 

TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon 

TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon 

TP   =  True Parents, True Father&True Mother 

UC  = Unification Church 

 
See also extended Vocabulary: 

http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc 



Man fell by the false word of satan, a fallen angel. 

 

 

Man will be restored to holyness again 

by beleiveng in the true word of God and 

Power of Messiah. 

 

Similar process – opposite direction by FAITH! 

 

 

 



 

Bible Verses About Sins of Omission and Commission 

 

James 4:17 - Therefore to him that knoweth to do good,  

and doeth [it] not, to him it is sin. 

 

Luke 13:3 - I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent,  

ye shall all likewise perish. 

 

1 John 3:4 - Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth  

also the law: for sin is the transgression of the law. 



 
John 6:28  What must we do, that we may work  

             the works of  God? 

 
29  Jesus answered and said unto them,  

    “This is the work of God: that ye believe in Him  

     whom He hath sent.” 



 

Mathew 11  
11 ”Truly, I say to you, among those born of women there 

has risen no one greater than John the Baptist; yet he who 

is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he.  

 
12 From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom 

of heaven has suffered violence, and men of violence take 

it by force.  

 
13 For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John;  

 
14 and if you are willing to accept it, he is Eli'jah who is to 

come”. 



Why did restoration through indemnity come about?  

For what purpose did it appear after the Fall occurred?  

 

If there were no portion of responsibility, then there  

would be no need for the term  

"restoration through indemnity."  



In what position did human beings fall?  

They fell during the course of fulfilling their portion of  

responsibility.  

At that time, human beings handed over the realm of  

the portion of responsibility to Satan.  

It was taken by Satan.  

 

Therefore, we must regain the realm of the portion of  

responsibility. 1986.3.16 CSG Book 8 5:1 



  Because John the Baptist gradually came to doubt Jesus  

and finally even undermined his work, the Jewish people,  

who had the highest esteem for John, were compelled to  

disbelieve in Jesus.189(cf. Messiah 2.2) 

 

 Consequently, the foundation of faith which John had laid  

for the first worldwide course to restore Canaan was  

invaded by Satan.  



 Jesus himself now had to take on John's mission and  

restore through indemnity the foundation of faith  

(40 day fasting) 

in order to set out on the second worldwide course to  

restore Canaan.  

 

 When Jesus fasted for forty days in the wilderness, it was  

to separate Satan for the very purpose of restoring the  

foundation of faith; however, for this he lowered himself  

to assume the position of John the Baptist. 



John the Baptist = returning Elijah 

 

Still John denied it = Sin of Omission 



 “Every human being is struggling to attain  

  life-long happiness and 

  overcome misfortune”. 

 

             /First sentens in Divine Principle 



 

 

1. First, there is no freedom outside the Principle.  

      Freedom requires both free will and the free actions  

      pursuant to that will 

DP96 



 

 

2. Second, there is no freedom without responsibility.  

    Human beings, created according to the Principle,  

    can reach perfection only by fullfilling their responsibility  

    based on their free will. 

 

DP96 



 

 

3. Third, there is no freedom without accomplishment.  

    When human beings exercise freedom and carry out  

    their responsibility, they strive to accomplish results which  

    complete the purpose of creation and bring joy to God.  

DP96 





No matter how broad the Christian cultural realm becomes,  

a perfected Adam who can manifest the true love of God  

must appear together with the bride.  

 

Thus, you must fulfill your portion of responsibility and  

enter the realm of direct dominion.  

You must prepare a foundation of true love in your family  

that can unite upper and lower, front and back, and left  

and right with love at the center.  

 

Is this an easy thing to do?  

/SMM1991.10.15 



"Then the Lord saw that the wickedness of man  

was great in the earth, and that every intent of  

the thoughts of his heart was evil continually.  

 

And the Lord was sorry that He created man  

on the earth and He was grieved in His heart.“ 

 

                                              (Gen. 6:5&6 NKJV)  



Blake 



The first human ancestors destroyed this, the very  

thing that they should have perfected; as a result,  

the whole of humanity still has to fulfill its given  

responsibility.  

 

To do so, everyone gains dominion over everything  

in the satanic world, stands in a position to dominate  

Satan, and reaches the position where they can  

receive the love of God with dignity.  

 

When that happens, Satan will be cut off. /SMM1986.3.16 





Billy Graham: 

As Christians we have 3 enemies  

 

•  The World – Fallen evil traditions 

 

•  The Devil –  Fallen Archangel, Fallen Nature 

 

•  The Flesh – Original Sin 



 There are two deaths: 

•  One Physical  

•  One Spiritual 

 

 

Mankind is walking the “death” that Adam and Eve  

experienced AFTER dying the death promised by God if Falling.  

 

Dead in Spirit, being controlled by wicked forces: 

 We fight “not against flesh and blood but against principalities  

and power, against the rulers of the world of this darkness,  

against the spirits of wickedness” (Eph 6:12).  /St. Paul 

 

One of Satan’s greatest assets is his camouflage,  

the belief that he doesn’t exist. 



Who is satan! 



This! 



No! 



                                  

Jesus :  When he lies, he speaks his native language,  

for he is a liar and the father of lies.  John 8: 44 

 

C.S.Lewis:  “Satan disguises himself as an angel of light” 

Satan's most deceptive tactics is to convince people that 

he doesn't exist 

This is satan! 

”I do not exist.” 

”Your thoughts are always your own thoughts” 



John 11:49,50:   And one of them, named Caiaphas,  

being the high priest that same year, said unto them,  

You know nothing at all, Nor consider that it is expedient  

for us, that one man should die for the people, and that  

the whole nation perish not. 

Satan works through fallen people!: 



Luke 22:4:   Then entered Satan into Judas surnamed  

Iscariot, being of the number of the twelve.  

And he went his way, and conferred with the chief priests  

and captains, how he might betray him unto them. 

Satan works through fallen people!: 



Antidepressant medication has doubled since year 2000 

                                                                     /BBC Nov 2013 

The World sickness is Spiritually rooted and  

in need of a permanent Solution=Salvation! 

The Blessing 



But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,  

thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest  

thereof thou shalt surely die. /KJV Gen 1. 



You are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your  

father you will do.  

He was a murderer from the beginning,  

and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him.  

When he speaks a lie, he speaks of his own:  

for he is a liar, and the father of it.      /John 8:44 

 

And the serpent said unto the woman, You shall not surely die. 

                                                           /Genesis 3:4 

 

Jesus: And you shall know the truth,  

           and the truth shall make you free. 

           Jesus saves and is the Messiah. 



St. Michael makes a great general in this  

fight between Christ and Satan for our souls!  

After all, we read in Revelation (12:7-9)  

that “there was a great battle in heaven;  

Michael and his angels fought with the dragon... 

and that great dragon...who is called the devil and Satan,  

who seduces the whole world...was cast unto the earth,  

and his angels [the demons] were thrown down with him.” 

 

• On Earth the Greatest Generals are Christ/Messiah 

• 2nd Adam Jesus 

• 3rd Adam Sun Myung Moon 



Quote SMM (SunMyungMoon) 1965: 

 

There was no evil in the beginning.  

Lucifer acted against the Principle.  

That became evil. 

  

Evil is not something entirely different from love.  

Evil is the misuse of love.  



 

Good is the right and proper use of love.  

Good and evil started from one point -- love.  

If we love God, that is all right.  

But if we love something or someone against God's will,  

that is evil.  

If we love someone or something in accordance with  

God's will, that is good. 

 

                                                      /SMM 1965 



Like the Moon passively reflects the rays from  

the Sun. 

So All Mankind unconseously in their daily life 

reflect the ancient Fall of First Human. 

 

Look around and see the fruits…illicit love, 

divorces, sexual abuse of women/child, rape,  

sex on TV, internet, masturbation… 

murder, war, poverty … 



                           BBC News 31 March 2015 

 

                         'Pornography addiction worry'  

                         for tenth of 12 to 13-year-olds 

 

• A tenth of 12 to 13-year-olds fear they are  

  "addicted" to pornography,  

  

• 'Aggressive' 

One boy under the age of 15 told ChildLine that he was  

"always watching porn, and some of it is quite aggressive". 

 

• 'Easy access‘ (Internet) 

 

• 'Damaging and upsetting‘ 
 

    Ref: http://www.bbc.com/news/education-32115162 



The Influence of Good and Evil Spirits   

(Essentials Of The Unification Principle) 

 

The struggle between the original mind and the evil mind  

is greatly exacerbated by the intervention of spirit men  

and women in the affairs of people on earth.  

 

Good spirits, that is those close to God, have a beneficial  

influence on the spirits of men and women on earth.  

However, evil spirits, who are close to Satan in character  

and direction, have a bad influence on the spirits of people  

on earth.  



The Influence of Good and Evil Spirits 

 

Because of the dislocation of spirit and body brought  

about by the fall, fallen individuals are generally unaware  

of the influence of good and evil spirits in their lives.  

 

They tend to attribute fallen spiritual influences to their  

own moods, sentiments and inspirations. 

 

Whenever the spirit of a fallen man or woman 

unites with the thoughts or activities of evil  

spirits he or she multiplies  

the power of Satan and evil in the world.  



Be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.   

Put on the whole armour of God,  

that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.  
 

 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,  

but against principalities, against powers,  

against the rulers of the darkness of this world,  

against spiritual wickedness in high places. 

 

                                                    (Ephesians 6:10-12) 



The “evil eye” is a malevolent look that many cultures believe  

able to cause injury or misfortune for the person at whom it  

is directed for reasons of envy or dislike.  



A nazar (Turkish: nazar boncugu Old Turkic: gökçe munçuk)  

is an eye-shaped amulet believed to protect against the evil eye  

("evil eye", from nazar and "amulet" from boncugu).  

The word "nazar" is derived from the Arabic, "sight" or "seeing". 



Collectors of Human Garbage  

Police catching Garbage Humans “Law Breakers” 

Unnecessary if Man was 100% un-Fallen  

like True Adam Jesus/SMM- No Law needed. 

 ”It would be an orderly world where people govern 

 themselves by the heavenly way and heavenly laws,  

with no need for lawyers, prosecutors or even judges.” 

/SMM - Peace Messages 15 



ROOT OF EVIL — IMMORAL SEX  
There is ample evidence today that the root of evil, the Fall,  

was an immoral sexual relationship.  

 

God created the sexual act of love as the  

most precious, holy and exciting expression of love in our lives.  

 

Yet throughout history the act of love has often been regarded  

as lowly and made a joke of.  

Divine Principle  

in Plain Language  

by Jon Quinn 



ROOT OF EVIL — IMMORAL SEX  
 

The Bible teaches us that although it is necessary for man  

to multiply, for those who can,  

it is best to be celibate (live single).  

 

This was to be an indemnity payment for the Fall and implies  

that marriage has not had the complete sanction of God.  

 

The Bible emphasizes not getting married.  

 

In First Corinthians 7:38 we read,  

“So that he who marries his betrothed does well;  

but he who refrains from marriage will do better.”  

Celibacy is encouraged because God’s ideal was lost  

due to the misuse of love.  



Comment:  

How we can see that the Root of Human Fall 

is Spiritual: 

 

Bible: 

“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,  

you shall not eat of it: for in the day that you eat  

thereof you shall surely die.”   /Gen. 2:17 

 

Did they die Physically on that day 

No! 

 

They died Spiritually – Spiritual Death and Fall! 

Involved Angel! 
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The Fall of Man was a one time event long time ago 

but its effects are still felt as ripples in all human life today 

Spiritual fighting 

 wrath/rage/anger  

hatred, revenge 

jealousy, greed,  

lust-rape,  

attachment 

egoism-pride…more 
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1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 
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2nd Adam 

Jesus 

 

Spiritually stopping 

           Evil 

1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 
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            3rd Adam/TP 

            Full Stop           

            Blessing 

            Ansu 

            Ancestor Lib 

   All ripples full stop! 

1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 



•  Recreation is Mans respons-ability! (?) 

 

•  Restoration is Mans respons-ability! (?) 

 

•  Salvation is Gods responsibility  

    sending – the Messiah 

 

 
                                                          /from Prof. Ohs Lectures 

                                                          See link in comments 



Foundation of Faith  
Restoring the Word 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 
 

Fallen 
people 

What did Adam lose?  

First, he lost faith, and then he lost substance,  

and lastly he lost love.  

These three things were lost. We need to find them. SMM 1973.3.4 



Foundation of Substance 
 Restoring Fallen Nature 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 
 

Fallen 
people Foundation of Faith 

What did Adam lose?  

First, he lost faith, and then he lost substance,  

and lastly he lost love.  

These three things were lost. We need to find them. SMM 1973.3.4 



This is required in order for us to become 
perfect incarnations of the Word (DP96 p. 181). 

Foundation for the Messiah 

Receive the Messiah 

Love + Lineage 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 

_________________ __ 
 

Fallen 
people 

Foundation of Substance 

Foundation of Faith  





Restoration is like returning to the  

original seed. 

The perfection of restoration 

is the perfection of the seed. 

Through the Fall,  

Satan seized the central root. 

 

Thus no one could harvest a perfect seed. 

 

                                            SMM 2005 03 18 

Eve -1st Adam 

Fall 

of Man 

Impure/Illicit  

sexuality 

Eve - satan 



1st Adam 

2nd Adam 

Jesus 

Spiritual 

Salvation 

Bride-Holy Womb  

Missing 

Christianity only 

Spiritual Bride 

Fall 

of Man 

Impure/Illicit  

sexuality 

Eve - satan 



Sinless Seed 

+ 

Holy Womb 

Marriage 

1st Adam 

2nd Adam 

Jesus 

Spiritual 

Salvation 

3rd Adam 

Sun Myung Moon 

Lord of Second Advent 

True Parents 

Bride-Holy Womb  

Missing 

Christianity only 

Spiritual Bride 

Fall 

of Man 

Impure/Illicit  

sexuality 

Eve - satan 



True Parents 

 Holy Wedding 11 April 1960 

”Jesus Marriage” 



April 19 rising 1960 Korea – 8 days after TP Blessing 

New government 

April 28 Maria Park killed – 17 days after TP Blessing 



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife,  

Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 

directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955). 



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife,  

Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 

directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955). 

 

In particular, Mary Park, had caused students and teachers to 

be thrown out from Ehwa Women's University. 

Park and Lee's first son was Captain Kang Suk Lee, who had 

become President Rhees adopted son. 



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife,  

Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 

directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955). 

 

In particular, Mary Park, had caused students and teachers to 

be thrown out from Ehwa Women's University. 

Park and Lee's first son was Captain Kang Suk Lee, who had 

become President Rhees adopted son. 

 

One day, it was a horrible event Captain Lee took a gun and 

shot and killed his biological parents, Park and Lee, and their 

second son, Kang Uk Lee. He then shot himself. 

 

This happened 28 April 1960. 



Old World 

Satanic 

& Messianic 

Reflection 



New World Old World 

New 

Messianic  

 Reflection 

Satanic 

& Messianic 

Reflection 

1960 2003 

2013 



 1960 

   TP 

Red color = Fallen Spirits/Ancestors pulling us down! 

Green color = Absolute Good Spirits (AGS) pushing up! 

Black Arrows = Clouds of evil spirits connecting 

Jesus 

John 

Bapt. 

Judas 

Scribes 

AGS 

AGS 

AGS 

 2003 

  TP 

2013 

D - 

Day 
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The Fall of Man was a one time event long time ago 

but its effects are still felt as ripples in all human life today 

Spiritual fighting 

 wrath/rage/anger  

hatred, revenge 

jeolousy, greed,  

lust-rape,  

attachment 

egoism-pride…more 
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1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 
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2nd Adam 

Jesus/ 

Spiritually stopping 

           Evil 

1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 
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            3rd Adam/Full stop          

            Blessing 

            Ansu 

            Ancestor Lib 

   All ripples full stop! 

1. Original Sin 

2. Ancestral Sin 

3. Collective Sin 

4. Personal Sin 



“Anyone who is plunged into debt is not free.” 

                   /quote from 2 politicians Wigforss and Person Sweden 

 

 

The Fall of Man caused a heavy spiritual debt 

on all Mankind  

that only The Messiah can free us from. 

 

 



Testimony by Kim Won-jong 

 

On a different night when I was in bed, a snake  

as thick as a pillar appeared and after reaching  

my ankle  it started climbing up my leg. It flicked 

a spatula shaped tongue and when it tried to bite  

my face, I grabbed its upper and lower jaws trying 

to rip its jaws apart. I looked  down the cave-like  

innards of the snake.  

 

At that point I awoke  to find my blankets all wet. ’ 

 

Two months after the episode, on Febr 2, 1962, 

the Reverend Sun Myung Moon came to Daegu  

on a tour. He spoke for six hours. 

 

Contin…     



Contin…     

 

He said,  

 

”To know what was in the mind of the snake when  

he tempted Eve  six tousend years ago, grab the 

upper and lower jaws  of the snake and shout, 

´Snake! Let´s have a look at your innards,´” 

and unless you can see everything that is inside  

the snake, you cannot know the snakes mind.” 

 

I once again felt that Father knew all the secrets 

of heaven.                      

                                             /from TW  Jan 2014 



HakJaHan Moon 2012: 

 

God's providence never develops without going  

through indemnity.  

Those who studied the Divine Principle know it well.  

 

'Indemnity' does not necessarily means something bad.  

It could give you a promise for the future. 

  

Rev. Moon has unfolded God's providence on  

earth during this really difficult time. 



Let's think of the Israelite from 2,000 years ago.   

 

It was the Messiah that they, under Roman dominion,  

were waiting for with the pride that they were chosen  

people.   

 

They believed that once the Messiah came,  

they would be liberated from everything and stand out  

in the world. However, providential history does not  

develop in such a fancy way.  

They did not know 'indemnity.’   

 

Consequently, they killed the only begotten-son of God.   

Then what happened to the Israelite?  

They became a people who were exiled for 2,000 years. 

                                                                /endquote 



Paying Indemnity is like paddling upstream  

the river of Sin. 

Once you stop paddling (= stop paying indemnity) 

and  the “stream” will take you backwards. 



People take-up the word "blessing" so easily,  

but they forget that behind this blessing is 

a great journey of suffering and hardship. 

/Process Of Restoration SMM February 13, 1965 



The Original Nature from God 

Inner ME 



The Fallen Nature from Satan 

Inner ME 



Inner ME 

The Original Nature from God + 

The Fallen Nature from Satan 



Look at Mans situation  

and the World 

•  Many illiterate, Unemployment, Poverty, 

•  Conflicts,War 

•  Sickness, Spiritual Posession 

•  Allienation Man-Man, Man-Woman 

•  Illicit sexuality 

•  ... 



A robber killed the original father and raped the mother.  

Fallen human beings today are in the position of children  

who were born from that relationship.  

Who is Satan?  

He is the enemy of God’s love.  

Satan is the adulterer who violated the children of God,  

so even the God of love cannot forgive him.  

 

There is no way to forgive the adulterer of love.  

Others can be forgiven, but Satan cannot.  

If he is forgiven, the heavenly law will break down.  

 

                                                               SMM 1971.2.15 



“Although the average person knows a lot  

about exercise, diet, supplements and the like,  

more than 70 percent of all cancers, greater  

than 80 percent of all heart disease, and  

over 90 percent of type 2 diabetes are related  

to unhealthy lifestyles. (violating 1st Blessing) 



“Although the average person knows a lot  

about exercise, diet, supplements and the like,  

more than 70 percent of all cancers, greater  

than 80 percent of all heart disease, and  

over 90 percent of type 2 diabetes are related  

to unhealthy lifestyles. (violating 1st Blessing) 

 

Borysenko, the author of 13 books, states that  

the gap between what we know and how that  

translates into taking care of our health has its  

origin in our sorry emotional state.  

The three most predominant emotions which  

have a large impact on both our physiology and  

health are depression, anxiety, and chronic anger.” 

                                                     

                                                        / Dr Borysenko 



Faith and Reality: Sun Myung Moon 

 

Unhappiness, depression and despair will be produced  

whenever we fail to maintain the proper relationship with  

our object.  (God) 

 

In order for us to continue living it is absolutely necessary  

to have a continuous and positive objective stimulus.  

 

All the elements of success and failure develop around  

this relationship. 



Faith and Reality: Sun Myung Moon 

 

Up to now Satan and his following have been the  

dominating forces on earth.  

 

Now we must establish the sovereignty of good.  

 

New generations, a New age, a New civilization will be created,  

and very soon we will have the Kingdom of God on Earth.  

 

In the past, ideological systems ended up with only ideals.  

But now our belief system will bear fruit in actual reality.  



Depressed World: 

 

Economic depression, environmental pollution,  

political irregularity, racial and religious strife,  

the decay of ethics and morality, the collapse of  

the sense of values: is there anyone who can  

fundamentally solve these many evils and problems?  

 

It has not been possible through human wisdom or effort. 

  

We have not been able to find a solution to these problems  

by mobilizing economic power or governmental power;  

rather, the evils of humankind are gradually becoming worse. 



Depression: 

 

Voice of heaven 

Now humanity has to humbly listen to the voice of heaven  

and find the road of resolution directed by God.  

 

This country and its people must accept my teachings.  

 

This is not because I am trying to raise myself up,  

but because it is the will of God. 

  

God has revealed the principles of heaven through me,  

and He has given me the answers to the fundamental  

problems of humankind. 

 

                                                           /SMM 27 Aug 1992 



By having  

unchangeable faith,  

a united mind and body,  

and being with God,  

we can establish the Kingdom of Heaven.  

 

If these standards are changed,  

then Satan comes in.  

 
Satan has changeable, unstable elements.  

When our faith waivers, he tempts us with his  

changeable nature. (Root of depression) 



What is sin?  

 

Sin is anything which makes a condition through  

which Satan can accuse man.  

Through the family Satan has had the condition  

to accuse man, but when all the evil conditions  

are eliminated on the family foundation,  

the Kingdom of Heaven can begin.  



What is sin?  

 

Sin is anything which makes a condition through  

which Satan can accuse man.  

Through the family Satan has had the condition  

to accuse man, but when all the evil conditions  

are eliminated on the family foundation,  

the Kingdom of Heaven can begin.  

 

Through the multiplication of this basic family of  

goodness, a tribe, society, nation and world of  

goodness can come about.  

 

We must not only talk about the Kingdom of Heaven;  

we must establish it. 

                                                  /SMM 1  Jan 1975 



Un- or Happy Future ? 



In the USA the percentage of marriages ending in  

divorce varies from around 55% of all U.S. marriages  

to 50% of first marriages and 60% of second marriages.  

 

In the UK, marriages ending in divorce after 15 years in  

England and Wales rose from  just under 1 in 4 (22%)  

of all marriages in 1970 to a third (33%) of all marriages  

in 1995. 

 

                                                  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divorce 
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The purpose of marriage is to bring one man and one 

woman together in order to establish a God-centered  

family and become a true resemblance of God.  

 

The Bible says that a man and a woman will become one  

flesh (cf. Gen. 2: 24).  

 

The reality is that in marriages contracted in the satanic  

realm, a man and a woman rarely become one flesh at all. 

 

 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

“A man will feel more connected to his car than to his wife.“ 
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“A man will feel more connected to his car than to his wife.“ 

 

To all the married male readers: Have you ever felt pain  

because your wife banged her leg against a chair though  

she could still walk?  

You probably felt bad that it happened, but did you feel her  

pain in you? 

 

 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

How about this: 

  

Have you ever driven your car into a pothole and felt pain  

when the tire hit that pothole, though the car continued to  

ride smoothly?  
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How about this: 

  

Have you ever driven your car into a pothole and felt pain  

when the tire hit that pothole, though the car continued to  

ride smoothly?  

 

Marriage is in a different sphere.  

Even those who date or do not want to marry know that  

marriage is a very serious commitment. 
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out as “As long as we both shall live.”  
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The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

“Till death do us part,” which is sometimes spelled  

out as “As long as we both shall live.”  

 

Did God intend for marriage to end at death? No. 

 

This is the reality of marriage as disfigured by Satan. 

 

 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

They married under Lucifer’s guidance. 

 

 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

They married under Lucifer’s guidance.  

 

Hence, the institution of marriage has been  

in turmoil and confusion  

because it started and expanded under Satan. 
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Satan wants people to consummate their sexual love 

before marriage, for doing so will continually compromize 

the realization of God´s will. 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan 

 

Satan wants people to consummate their sexual love 

before marriage, for doing so will continually compromize 

the realization of God´s will. 

 

As Adam and Eve-Messiahs, the True Parents have 

astablished a platform of restoration upon which 

friendship can be restored to its original state.  

 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan    

 

Some people do not like the notion of marriage because 

they do not see it fulfilling anything.  

Some people even call it a man-made prison.  

This is because most of the marriages we see and are  

familiar with in this world have the form of God-planned  

marriage but the content of Satan-centered marriage.  

 

                    /Christian Nseka 

                     Messiahs: Families (2012) 

 

 



Born in Kinshasa, Zaire (the country currently known as  

the Democratic Republic of Congo),  

Christian Nseka joined the Unification Church in 1987  

in his homeland and thereafter became a lecturer  

of the Divine Principle, the main teaching of the  

Unification Church. 

Christian Nseka 



The physical Body is the vessel to bring you  

to the Destination = Gods Divine Kingdom  

of Heaven and Earth. 

 

If your vessel sinks on the way – due to Sin 

you need a new Vessel = own Physical Body 

= or Returning Resurection 



Upon their death, the believers of this era will enter and abide 
in the Kingdom of Heaven in heaven, which is the divine-spirit 

level of the spirit world (p. 140). 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ______________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ _____________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ _____________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ _____________ 

Form-
spirit 
 world 

2000 2000 2000 

Heavenly 
Kingdom 
divine-
spirit 

Paradise 
life-
spirit 

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth 



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

Source:Lieb Family 

FOUR ESOTERIC ACCOUNTS OF CAIN AND ABEL 

 

1. The Zohar Account: 

 

"For two beings had intercourse with Eve, and she  

conceived from both and bore two children.  

Each followed one of the male parents, and their spirits  

parted, one to this side and one to the other, and  

similarly their characters.  



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

Source:Lieb Family 

FOUR ESOTERIC ACCOUNTS OF CAIN AND ABEL 

 

 

On the side of Cain are all the haunts of the evil species  

from which come evil spirits and demons and necromancers.  

From the side of Abel comes a more merciful [Adam-like]  

class -- yet not wholly beneficial -- good wine mixed with bad.  

The right kind was not produced until Seth came, who is the  

first ancestor of all the generations of the righteous."  

(Bereshith 36b-37a) 



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

 

2. The Gnostic Christian Account: 

 

"Then the [divine] authorities [i.e., Elohim]. . . sent seven 

[fallen] archangels to see what happened. They came to 

Adam. When they saw Eve speaking with him, they said 

to one another . . . 'let us seize her and let us cast our 

seed on her, so that . . .those whom she begets will 

serve us.' [Eve] conceived . . . and she bore the rest of 

the sons from the seven . . . angels." (On the Origins of 

the World, II:5) 



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

3. The Islamic Account: 

 

Allah's Apostle said, "Tonight two (visitors) came to me (in 

my dream) and took me to a town built with gold bricks 

and silver bricks. There we met men who, half of their 

bodies, look like the most-handsome human beings you 

have ever seen, and the other half, the ugliest human 

beings you have ever seen. Those two visitors said to 

those men, 'Go and dip yourselves in that river.  



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

3. The Islamic Account: 

 

So they dipped themselves therein and then came to us, 

their ugliness having disappeared and they were in the 

most-handsome shape. The visitors said, 'The first is the 

Garden of Eden and that is your dwelling place.' Then 

they added, 'As for those people who were half ugly and 

half handsome, they were those who mixed good deeds 

and bad deeds, but Allah forgave them." (Sahih Bukhari 

Hadith: Volume 6, Book 60, Number 196) 



Kabbalah  

in the Theology of Rev. Moon 

4. The Rev. Moon Unificationism Account: 

 

"Lucifer dared to seduce Eve at the risk of his life . . .  

and [they] had sexual intercourse with each other. . .  

Eve joined with Adam after she had the illicit relationship  

with the archangel [Satan] . . .  

and [Satan's and Adam's] elements were then transmitted  

to their descendants . . .  

and mankind has multiplied sin to the present day,  

thus perpetuating the lineage of Satan."  

(Divine Principle I.2.2.2)  

 

Thus, we see virtually the same mixed-paternal parentage  

attributed to Cain and Abel in all four scriptural accounts.  



Swedenborg offers this general commentary on the sexual 

organs in the Universal Human: 

 

But I have not been allowed to know the identity and nature 

of the communities that belong to the specific organs of 

generation.  



Swedenborg offers this general commentary on the sexual 

organs in the Universal Human: 

 

But I have not been allowed to know the identity and nature 

of the communities that belong to the specific organs of 

generation.  

 

They are actually too inward for anyone in a lower sphere 

to understand. They relate to uses of those organs that are 

deeply hidden and far removed from knowledge. The 

reason is providential—to prevent things that are 

intrinsically most heavenly from damage by foul thoughts, 

which involve lewdness, promiscuity, and adultery. 

  

                            /Emanuel Swedenborg, Arcana Coelestia 



• Sex is not same as evil. 

• Within Blessed Marriage it is the Holy of Holiest 

 

• Most people have unconscious bad feeling  

  about “sex” as dirty and low. 

 

• This is all due to Fall of Man = Illicit Love 

• Sex became animalistic and often brutal 

• Abuse of wimen, Rape, Agressiveness,  

  Hate, Murder…all have the same root  

  “Free Sex” root = Fall of Man = Illicit Love 



All across America we hear of babies being  

dumped in trash cans, schoolchildren shooting 

their classmates, and AIDS and other sexually  

transmitted diseases running rampant. 

 

Among the seven sins in Dante's The Divine Comedy,  

this "scarlet sin" is said to be the worst.  

God considers adulterous love to be the most serious  

of all sins, and He will never condone it. 

 

Come now, and let us reason together, says the LORD:  

though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white  

as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be  

as wool.  Isiah 1:18 

                                   /Bo Hi Pak,  from Messiah 1 



+ Holy Virtues + 

 

Chastity (purity)  

Moderation (self-

restraint)  

Generosity 

(vigilance)  

Zeal (enthusiasm)  

Meekness 

(composure)  

Charity (giving)  

Humility 

(humbleness) 

Dante 

-7 Deadly Sins-  

 

Lust 

(inappropriate 

desire)  

Gluttony (over-

indulgence)  

Greed 

(avarice)  

Sloth 

(laziness)  

Wrath (anger)  

Envy 

(jealousy)  

Pride (vanity)  





Solution! 



The Blessing! 

Sexually pure lifestyle 

1 Blessed Partner 



The Messiah comes to sever our ties with Satan 

and serve as a bridge in the process of returning  

the realm of marriage back to God. 



2nd Coming of Messiah 

Brings Family Salvation 

Jesus brought individual Salvation 



 

Emotions can have their root in spiritual world 

and  

the interactions between spiritual (angels & deceased) 

and physical worlds. 

 

 

See: Chapter II: Diseases Caused by Lucifer 

www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/Lucifer/02.html#998960 





Prayer = Spiritual Guidance! 





Map = Road ahead in Life!  

Faith in Old + New Truth! 

O.T. + N.T. + C.T. 

Better and better maps! 



+ 

Faith &Truth Prayer 

Quote: SMM 1965 Ford session 

  

Fletcher:“Nobody can give away perfection.  

Perfection was the ideal, and perfection was mans  

goal from the beginning, but man choose himself  

to loose that perfection, and she must now choose 

to return to it. But it is really true that  

no one can return to his homeland which he has  

forgotten, if not someone gives him a map or  

leads him along that road.” 



If you make a wrong start, you will end up in the wrong place.  

That is why when a ship sets out into the great ocean,  

it should chart out the course and follow the compass  

carefully from the moment it first sets sail from port.  

 

Then, what is the port of departure for human life?  

People do not know. Where can we find  the direction,  

the compass guiding us to reach our destination in the  

world beyond?  

 

Human beings have not been able to find this, so they  

have been wandering about to and fro.  

No matter how they have tried, they have not been able  

to overcome their human limitations.   /SMM 1988.1.3 



These days, everyone fears cancer. In its early stages  

a person may not realize that he is ill. 

He only recognizes that he has the disease when it  

becomes painful, but by then the cancer has 

progressed to a lethal stage. Still, at least a cancer  

victim knows he has the disease before he dies. 
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These days, everyone fears cancer. In its early stages  

a person may not realize that he is ill. 

He only recognizes that he has the disease when it  

becomes painful, but by then the cancer has 

progressed to a lethal stage. Still, at least a cancer  

victim knows he has the disease before he dies. 

 

With the disease of the Fall, however,  

people do not recognize that they are ill  

until after they die.  

 

(Too late… for redemption in the flesh.  /DP) 

 

That is the problem.  



Even though there may be some damage on an  

apple's surface, if its seeds are intact then it still  

has value.  



Even though there may be some damage on an  

apple's surface, if its seeds are intact then it still  

has value.  

 

However, man is the opposite, being intact on the  

outside, but rotten on the inside.  

 

                                              SMM, April 10, 1977 



Dante running from the Beasts 

/Blake 
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Dr Young Oon Kims Unification Theology 

 

The Reality of Satan 

Satan's goal is to separate men from God.  

That is the chief function of the devil,  

which he carries out in two ways.  

 

First, as man's accuser he sets us at odds with God.  

 

Secondly, he tempts man to act in such a way that we will  

prove that his accusations are valid.  

To do this, Satan takes advantage of our vulnerability to sin.  



 

He exploits an innate tendency of human nature:  

our openness to temptation.  
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Because we are (fallen) humans and potentially sinful,  

Satan can get inside of us to carry out his will.  



 

He exploits an innate tendency of human nature:  

our openness to temptation.  

 

Because we are (fallen) humans and potentially sinful,  

Satan can get inside of us to carry out his will.  

 

As Thielicke states,  

Because I have sin in me, I give the devil a claim upon me. 
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and he is a powerful opponent because he is  

a fallen angel. (invisible to pour physical senses) 
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Satan, the New Testament explains,  

is our adversary;  

and he is a powerful opponent because he is  

a fallen angel. (invisible to pour physical senses) 

 

As an angel, the devil knows God's strategy.  

 

He realizes that God wants to establish His kingdom on earth.  

Also, since he was once Lucifer, an archangel in the heavenly  

court, Satan has the ability to disguise himself as an angel  

of light.  

 

In everything he does, he attempts to imitate God and appear  

like the friend of mankind. 



Thus, the real intentions of Satan remain hidden  

from his victims.  
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Thus, the real intentions of Satan remain hidden  

from his victims.  

 

He works anonymously and appears incognito.  

 

The devil never says, "I will teach you how to sin."  

 

Instead, he says to man, "I'll show you something interesting,  

pleasurable or enriching."  



He acts in such a fashion that we think we are expressing our  

own desires and simply doing what we want.  



He acts in such a fashion that we think we are expressing our  

own desires and simply doing what we want.  

 

Hence, he prefers to stimulate, tempt and encourage us  

from behind the scenes.  



Satan does his most effective work as the  

all pervasive, invisible, yet almost irresistible  

"spirit of the times.“ 
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Satan does his most effective work as the 

all pervasive, invisible, yet almost irresistible  

"spirit of the times.“ 

 

When man sins, an alien spirit enters and starts dragging 

 its victim downward.  

 

For this reason, in his ministry of exorcism,  

Jesus always distinguished between the possessing demons 

 and the persons harboring them.  

 

Satan holds people captive against their will, even if  

originally they were responsible for inviting the demons in.  



Therefore Jesus' mission was two-fold:  

to battle against Satan (Prosecutor) and  

to fight for man (Defense attorney/Defender). 
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His aim was to restore a person "to himself' as a creature  

made in God's image and a citizen of the kingdom of heaven.  



Therefore Jesus' mission was two-fold:  

to battle against Satan (Prosecutor) and  

to fight for man (Defense attorney/Defender). 

  

His aim was to restore a person "to himself' as a creature  

made in God's image and a citizen of the kingdom of heaven.  

 

Consequently, the Messiah is described as  

 

                          man's redeemer and savior:  

                              literally man's liberator.  



F-S-S 

Food-Sleep-Sex 

Obesity-Lazyness-Promiscuity 

Common Base = Selfish desires 

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained 

that people must control their desires:  

the desire to eat, to sleep and to experience sexual love.  

                                                                    /SMM Jan 1984 



Physical Laws  – Juridical Laws – Spiritual Laws 

  God-made               Man-made            God-made 

   Absolute!                Conditional             Absolute! 

                                 Changeable 

                                          ? 



Law of Indemnity – Tang Gam 

Sin                     Indemnity 

“I tell you, you will not get out until you have paid the last penny.“ 

                                        /Jesus  in Luke 12:59 

Fall of Man              Suffering, OT Offering 

Rejection of 2nd Adam       Jesus 40day fasting 

                                   Crucifixion 

                                   Jewish diaspora 

                                   Many Martyrs 

                                   3 World Wars 



A divided world 1945-1992 – Cold War 



Cause: Rejection of the Lord of Second Advent 

1946-1952 

Effect: Division of the Messianic Nation 



Cause: Rejection of the Lord of Second Advent 

1946-1952 

Effect: Division of the Messianic Nation 



The significance of making the offering is to  

cut the parts in two, so that one is under God's claim and  

the other under Satan's claim.  

 

In that case both the offering and the man who offered  

the sacrifice must become entirely one.  

The man who offers the sacrifice is in the subjective  

position, while the offering is in the objective position!  

Old Test. Offering 

Abraham 

Isaak 



Without these two united into one,  

the purpose of the offering cannot be attained.  

The offering being in the objective position to man as  

the subject, it can represent the person's flesh-body.  

The thing being offered (i.e., the animal) has to shed  

blood in place of sinful man.  

 

In other words, the offering is in place of man -- representing man. 

 

                                                                    /SMM 1973 Jan 19 



No human in the Old Test. Hade the purity of Animals 

Who are unfallen. 

Only Jesus born without original sin had the spiritual position 

to become the living holy offering – Crucifixion. 

2000 year of Christian teaching! 

 

A valid payment for mans sin and spiritual redemption 

But also a sad ending of the potential mission of  

True Parents - Jesus & Bride 2000 years ago. 

 

New Test. Offering 



Unification Church 

Way Of Indemnity 

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained 

that people must control their desires:  

the desire to eat, to sleep and to experience sexual love.  

                                                                    /SMM Jan 1984 

•  7–day water fasting 

•  5 o-clock Prayer  

•  HonDokHae – Holy Text Reading 

•  Full control of sexual desires!  

•  Age of Attendance – follow TrueParents 

•  Live for Others 



 

Adam fell due to his disbelief.  

Disbelief was the primary reason.  

 

Next, Adam fell because he asserted himself.  

He put himself, his ego in the center of everything.  

Adam fell because he took a self-centered position.  

 

Next, Adam demanded a realm of self-centered love.  

 

These are the three major elements of the Fall:  

disbelief, self-assertion or self-centeredness,  

and finally dreams of self-centered love.  

 

The fallen angels were like this.   /SMM 10 Apr 1983 
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”Father said Jesus was put on the cross  

because he showed spiritual miracles.” 

                   p.414  A Testimony to Gods Word by Gil Ja Sa Eu 

 

Jesus accomplished healing by chasing out evil spirits  

or demons.  

Jesus' great spiritual force caused the evil spirit to depart  

and this allowed the victim to immediately become normal.  

The evil influencing factor had been removed. 
                                                                 Reverend Moon Speaks on Satan, the Fall, and Evil Undated 

 

As he walked the course of restoration,  

Jesus did not delight in performing miracles.  

These miracles took place when Jesus shouted out in  

excruciating sadness.  
                                                                 The Incarnation of Jesus, a Pioneer February 1, 1959 

Jesus miracles   



When Jesus saw that the people were not  

likely to receive him by the words of God  

alone, he began to perform mighty works.  

He hoped that people could recognize him  

through his miracles. 

 

"Even though you do not believe me, believe the miracles,  

that you may know and understand that the Father is in me,  

and I in the Father" 

John 10:38 



The unholy Trinity 



 

Jesus said  

 

fasting indemnifies the forces of Satan  

The Gospel 

Prayer 

Fasting 



 

Jesus said  

 

fasting indemnifies the forces of Satan  

 

and  

 

prayer calls on the power of God. 

The Gospel 

Prayer 

Fasting 



Even though Jesus was born as the original son of God, he  

still needed to go the way of indemnity in order to save this world. 

(Compare O.T. blood, burnt offerings.) 



Comment:  Jesus surely knew the Law of Indemnity  

(Tang Gam, korean). 

 

 

His sacrifice of his Holy Body postponed the final Physical 

Salvation, 

But it also opened the way for 2000 years of Spiritual Salvation, 

through Jesus voluntary blood sacrifice. 

Compare O.T. blood offerings. 

 



You must know that the bitter term  

“restoration through indemnity”  

emerged due to human beings being unable to fulfill  

their portion of responsibility.   / SMM 1983.3.1 



The way of indemnity is necessary for us.  

In order to save this world, you walk the way of indemnity.  

Even though Jesus was born as the original son of God,  

he still needed to go the way of indemnity in order to  

save this world.  

Since the world could not do so, and since the people  

who were supposed to go the way of indemnity opposed  

him,  Jesus himself had to walk that path and had no  

choice but to take responsibility.  /SMM 1984.7.8 



The number of the Beast 

666   /Blake 



Divine Principle: 
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Divine Principle: 

 

God created man on the sixth day.  

But man fell during the three growth stages:  

formation, growth and completion,  

and could not fulfil his/her responsibility to become perfect.  

 

If man had not fallen but become perfected, she would 

have rested on the seventh day, together with God.  

 

Each growth step takes 7 days, so when the three stages 

of formation, growth and perfection are completed,  

the number 777 is created.  

 



(cf. Principle of Creation ) 

 

Man and women fell on the sixth day, that’s why everything 

created from day one to day six, came under Satan's  

dominion (6 days x 3 steps). 



(cf. Principle of Creation ) 

 

Man and women fell on the sixth day, that’s why everything 

created from day one to day six, came under Satan's  

dominion (6 days x 3 steps). 

  

That’s why the number 666 became Satan's number,  

the number of the beast. 



(cf. Principle of Creation ) 
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The central figures in the restoration must re-establishes  

the number 777. 

 

Noah sent out the dove, for example,  

three times over a  period of 21 days. 

  

7 days after the first returned,  

he sent out the second dove. 

  

And seven days after that had come back he sent out  

the third. 

 

 



 

Jacob also had to endure 3 x 7 = 21 year period of difficulty 

 in Haran. 
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Jacob also had to endure 3 x 7 = 21 year period of difficulty 

 in Haran. 

 

The Jews were 210 years slaves in Babylon and  

the popes moved from Rome to Avignon in 210 years.  

 

Unification Church mass wedding of 777 couples  

in 1970 was also a special historical significance.  

 

 

/ from the book  

"The Unification Church Within the Mist" by Gug-Bea Eum. 

 



'The Expulsion of Adam and Eve 

 from Paradise‘ 

 Massacio 1427  



New DP Red Colour Slides 



This explanation of the human Fall will clarify these 
issues. 

 

Master 
of evil Satan 

Good- 

ness 
Evil Evil 

mind 

Original 

mind 

Satan’s identity 

 

Explanation 
of human fall 



1.5  The Root of Sin 

 The root of sin is that the first human ancestors had 
an illicit sexual relationship with an angel symbolized 
by a serpent (p.  61). 

First human 

ancestors 

Angel 

Illicit sexual relationship 





God created the angelic world and assigned Lucifer(Isa. 14:12 KJV)  

to the position of archangel. Lucifer was the channel of God's  

love to the angelic world, just as Abraham was the channel  

of God's blessing to the Israelites.  

 

In this position he virtually monopolized the love of God.  

However, after God created human beings as His children,  

He loved them many times more than He had ever loved  

Lucifer, whom He had created as His servant.  

I 

When Lucifer saw that God loved Adam and Eve more  

than him, he felt as if there had been a decrease in the  

love he received from God. 

 

Comment: Look at a baby. If it sees its mother embracing any 

other child, it wants to push that child away!    SMM 1993 10 12  



___________________________________________________

_____ 

The fall which took place through the sexual relationship 

between the angel and Eve was the spiritual fall, while 

the fall which occurred through the sexual relationship 

between Eve and  Adam was the physical fall.  

 

Spirit 
self 

Physical 
fall 

Spiritual 
fall 

Physical 
self 

The Spiritual Fall and the Physical Fall 2.2 



Eve responded and formed a common base with Lucifer, 

the Archangel, and they began give and take action with 

each other, which brought them together in an illicit 

spiritual relationship of sexual love. 

 

Adam Eve 

God 

Eve Adam 

Illicit sexual relationship in body 

Lucifer 

Archangel 

2.2.1 The Spiritual Fall 



Adam responded and formed a common base with Eve, 

standing in the position of Archangel, and they began give 

and take action with each other, which brought them 

together in an illicit physical relationship of sexual love. 

 

Adam Eve 

God 

Eve Adam 

Illicit sexual relationship in body 

Lucifer 

Archangel 

2.2.2 The Physical Fall 



Mathew 8:18 Verily I say unto you,  

Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth (with your physical body) 

shall be bound in heaven (life in spirit world):  

and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth  (remove all evil) 

shall be loosed in heaven. 

 

 
Mathew 5:48 Be ye therefore perfect, even as your  

Father which is in heaven is perfect. (without any Sin) 

 



Emanuel Swedenborg made the unique discovery  

that we each have three kinds or levels of blood— 

the red blood, the middle blood or Animal Spirit,  

and a higher blood fashioned from the human Soul. 

 

The red blood maintains and grows a person’s 

physical body, but the other two—from their purification 

—build and maintain a person’s spiritual body,  

which houses the soul after death. 

 

Sun Myung Moon: ”Your body inherited Satan's blood 

lineage through his love.  

Satan's blood has controlled you by the realm of power  

in order to trample upon your personality.” 



Summary:   The Fall of Humankind is the story  

in the Bible of how sin and evil came into the world.  

 

It was an event which was not simply the eating  

of a literal fruit, but was rather  

 

the disobedience of Adam and Eve of God’s 

commandment not to partake of sexual love  

until they were mature and could be 

 

blessed by God in Holy Matrimony. (2nd Bible Blessing) 



The Fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil  

was Eve’s Sexual Organ 

 

Covering their sexual parts was an indication of sin 

 

We do not know whether Eve picked and ate the fruit  

of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil or whether  

she ate an apple.  



 

In order to do so, she would have had to first see it with  

her eyes, then move her hands to pick it, and finally eat  

it with her mouth.  

Adam and Eve ought to have covered  

their eyes, hid their hands and covered their mouths;  

 

yet they actually covered their sexual parts.  

 

That is the problem. (54-62, 1972.3.11) 

 

 



 

 

Quote: ”The idiom “to partake of a forbidden fruit”  

is still used today in Eastern cultures to mean the  

partaking of sexual love with a virgin woman.” 

                                   

                                  /New Truth in the Last Days  

                                              by Shirley Stadelhofer 
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story. The couple are at first naked, but they are 

ashamed following the act and cover themselves with 

fig leaves — a dress which was connected with sexual 

orgies.  
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Obvious sexual elements are woven into the Genesis 

story. The couple are at first naked, but they are 

ashamed following the act and cover themselves with 

fig leaves — a dress which was connected with sexual 

orgies.  

 

The expression to eat a fruit was itself a common 

euphemism for sexual intercourse,  

 

see Gilgamesh 6.1.8  

The Hebrew has wordplay of the roots 'wr "arouse," 'ry 

"nakedness", 'rm "cunning" and 'wr "skin." The curse 

on the woman involves the sexual domain of life. 
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Classification of sin 

1 Original sin 

2 Hereditary sin 

3 Collective sin 
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Classification of sin 

1 Original sin 

2 Hereditary sin 

3 Collective sin 

4 Individual sin 

 

Human 
beings Satan 

Common base 

Condition for  

give and take action 

Violation of  

heavenly law 

Sin 



Lucifer’s recognition for the self and  

the Consequences of the Fall 

1. Order in the human world degenerated into disorder 
(8/1/96) 

a. From “Absolute sex” to “Free sex” 

b. From altruism to extreme individualism 

c. Beginning of “privacy” 

d. From perspective of intellect, falling into a state 

of ignorance (5/9/03) 

e. Original sin and fallen nature are inherited                        

(Explanation of the Divine Principle) 



The Works of Good Spirits and Evil Spirits 

We use "good spirits" as a general term for  

God, spirits on the side of God, and good angels.  

 

The general term for Satan and spirits on his side  

is "evil spirits."  

The works of good spirits and evil spirits,  

as in the case of good and evil acts generally,  

have a similar appearance at the outset but pursue  

contrary purposes. 



Over time, the works of a good spirit will  

increase a person's sense of peace and  

righteousness and even improve his health.  

 

The works of evil spirits, on the contrary,  

will gradually lead to an increase of anxiety,  

fear and selfishness and cause his health to  

deteriorate.  

 

It may be difficult for someone who does not know  

the Principle to discern the works of spirits,  

but eventually, often belatedly, he will recognize  

the nature of the spirits by the fruits they bear. 



The change called “death,” - the word is  

a misnomer – universally regarded with  

gloomy fear, occurs so naturally and  

simply that the greater number, after passing out of  

the physical are not aware that the transition has been  

made, and having no knowledge of a spiritual life  

 

they are totally unconscious of having passed  

into another state of being. 



Deprived of their physical sense organs,  

they are shut out from the physical light,  

and lacking, a mental perception of the high purpose of 

existence,  

these individuals are spiritually blind and find  

themselves in a twilight condition - the “outer darkness”  

mentioned in the Bible –  

and linger in the realm known as the Earth Sphere. 



Humanity is surrounded by the thought 

influence of millions of discarnate  

beings, who have not yet arrived at a full realization of life's 

higher purposes. A recognition of this fact accounts for a great 

portion of unbidden thoughts, emotions, strange forebodings, 

gloomy moods, irritabilities, unreasonable impulses, irrational 

outbursts of temper, uncontrollable infatuations and countless 

other mental vagaries. 



While most doctors agree that  

our emotional state affects our  

physical health, few would give  

credence to "spiritual influences".  

 

Dr. Modi discovered that during  

hypnotic therapy many patients claimed to have  

'entities" attached to them, living in their energy  

fields and affecting their behavior.  

 

This book demonstrates the technique which she  

developed to "clear" these energy fields. 

1998 
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My Revelation  

I (Bengt) had one night 03 AM 

about the Messiah and the 4 Sins 

•  As there are 4 Sins, so there are  

   4 Indemnities to be paid 

 

•  The Original Sin 

    Only the Messiah has the Spiritual purity 

    to pay off this Indemnity, be personal 

    Sinless suffering for Mankind. 

 

 



My Revelation  

•  Collective, Ancestral and Personal Sin. 

 

•  The other 3 Sins must be paid 

    by Mankind, since the Indemnity  

    amounted would physically risk  

    the life of the Messiah. 

 

End of My Revelation  
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Spiritual fighting 

wrath/rage/anger  

hatred, revenge 

jeolousy, greed,  

lust-rape,  

attachment 

egoism-pride…more 

Life on Earth 

 

 

 

a reflection 

of Lucifers Fallen 

Character 



A Balanced Personality 

Will 

Goodness 

Intellect 

Truth 

Emotion 

Beauty 



 

 

The five personality distortions are as follows:  

 

• Schizoid      -   Birth 

• Oral              -   Infancy 

• Psychopath -  Early childhood 

• Masochist    -  Time of potty training 

• Rigid             -  Inner being is being threatened  

Un-balanced Personality 



The schizoid develop when trauma is present in  

the womb, at birth, or short thereafter.  

 

The oral develops when the child feels in  

some abandoned during the infancy stage  

of total dependence.  

 

Psychopath emerges when a real or perceived  

experience betrayal in early childhood is present.  



The masochist appear about the time of potty training,  

when the development dependence and  

independence overlap, but are stagnated.  

 

Last; the rigid develops when the child becomes  

aware that his or her inner being is being threatened.  

 

In reality, people are generally a combination of  

different personality distortions. 



• Depression 

• Sucide 

• Anger, Hate – Riots 

• Rape – Violence 

•  … 

• Original Sin multiplied 

• Evil spiritual Gravity! 

• Free Sex – Porno 

• Prostitution 

• Teenagers cutting 

• Drugs – Crime … 



 

          Sin       Forgiveness     Involves 

                      /Indemnity 
  Original sin   LSA –Messiah     Angel: 

                                                   satan 
  Hereditary sin        Ancestor          Ancestry                             

                                liberation 

  Collective sin     Cross-Cultural     Mankind  

                                Marriage 

                                   

                                   

                                   Attend  

                                    LSA               

    Individual Sin                 Jesus                    Me  
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The primary characteristics of the fallen 

nature can be divided broadly into four 
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The Primary Characteristics of the Fallen Nature 



1 

2 Leaving one’s proper position 

3 Reversing dominion 

4 Multiplying the criminal act 

The primary characteristics of the fallen nature 
can be divided broadly into four types (p.  73). 

 

The Primary Characteristics of the Fallen Nature 

Failing to take God’s standpoint 



1 Selfishness 

Fallen  Nature  manifested  as 



In this world, selfishness ruins everything.  

Selfishness in the family causes disharmony, which then  

erupts into bitterness and strife.  

Everyone wants to be served instead of serving others.  

Wives tell their husbands what to do and then seek to  

be served.  

Husbands want to be served by their wives.  

Parents expect service from their children and the  

children take their parents for granted.  

 

This is demonstrated in our families, in our societies,  

and in our nations. 



I know that Western culture is characterized by individualism.  

However, selfish individualism is doomed.  

Sacrificial individualism will blossom.  

 

Individuality in itself is good.  

God gave each one of us a unique way to serve.  

But individualism without God can only build castles on 

the sands. 

 

                                     /Sun Myung Moon October 20, 1973 

 



1 Selfishness 

2 Irresponsability 

Fallen  Nature  manifested  as 



1 Selfishness 

2 Irresponsability 

3 Arrogance 

Fallen  Nature  manifested  as 



1 Selfishness 

2 Irresponsability 

3 Arrogance 

4 A desire to involve others 

Society & Original Sin, Ecumenical Essays   (p.  66).  

Fallen  Nature  manifested  as 



 

Is there a fifth fallen nature? 

 

In November of 2010, due to extenuating  

circumstances in our church community the  

Executive Vice President of the Family  

Federation for World Peace, Joshua Cotter,  

was asked to tour The United States giving  

a presentation entitled  

"A Period of Great Transition in History.” 

  

In that presentation he clarified the existence of a 

fifth fallen nature, “shifting the blame.”  



Eve Adam 
 

Arch- 
angel 

 

Arch- 
angel Eve Adam 

Multiplying the criminal act 

Lucifer alienated from God, and got Eve 

and Adam to do the same. 

The fruit “Allienaton” of man to man 

is therefor rampant today. 

 

The Primary Characteristics of the Fallen Nature 

G 



Q: Who washes My Fallen Nature away! 

 

A: Those closest to me –  

     My Family: Spouce, Children 

     Friends, Working Collegues, STF-team 

     Relatives 

 

    Thats why we had center life 

    Brothers/Sisters living together in UC! 





Freedom and the Human Fall 

It cannot be that  freedom 

caused the  human Fall . 

It cannot be that freedom caused the human Fall (p.  75).  



 

 

 

 

There is no Freedom  

   

•  outside the Principle 

 

•  wihout responsibility 

 

• wihout accomplishment 





- - - - - - - -  

- - - - -  

Absoluteness 
and perfection of the  
principle of creation 

1 

2 

3 
Deviant acts 

Inter   vene 

Omniscient and omnipotent 

God did not intervene:  
To maintain the absoluteness and perfection 

of the principle of creation(p.  78). 
1 
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- - - - -  

Absoluteness 
and perfection of the  
principle of creation 

God alone be Creator 

1 

2 

3 
Deviant acts 

Inter   vene 

Omniscient and omnipotent 

God did not intervene:  
God alone be Creator (p.  77). 2 



- - - - - - - -  

- - - - -  

Absoluteness 
and perfection of the  
principle of creation 

God alone be Creator 

Make human beings 
lords of creation   

1 

2 

3 
Deviant acts 

Inter   vene 

Omniscient and omnipotent 

God did not intervene:  
In order to make human beings the lords of creation 
(p.  78). 

3 



Summary: 

1. What is the Fall of Man – 2 parts 

2. Why did God not intervene – 3 reasons 

3. Fallen Nature – 4 (5) 

4. Sins – Solution – 4 ways 
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Summary: 

1. What is the Fall of Man 

 

      Illicit sexual relationsship 

      Angel Lucifer -> Eve,  

      inmature ex. rel. ship  

teenager Eve -> Adam 

 



Summary: 

2. Why did God not intervene? 

 

 

1. Absoluteness and perfection of  

the Principle of Creation 

 

 



Summary: 

2. Why did God not intervene? 
 

 

1. Absoluteness and perfection of  

the Principle of Creation 

2. God alone be Creator   
  

 

 



Summary: 

2. Why did God not intervene?  

 

1. Absoluteness and perfection of  

the Principle of Creation 

2. God alone be Creator 

3. Make human beings Lords of Creation   
  

 

 



Quote>  

…the goal of history is predetermined 

while the process (mans response-ability) … is not. 

 

 

            /From Society & Original Sin 

           Ecumenical Essays On the Impact Of The Fall 



2013 

Father told us that the archangel tried to seduce Eve from age twelve. 

                                                                                   /Gil Ja Sa Eu  p.144 



III. The Completion of Restoration and Foundation 
Day 

 A. Position of Completion of Restoration (Dig.2-1) 

1 14 16 Awareness 
for Others  

Awareness 
for Self  

Birth 
3 Great Blessings 

Fall 
Original 

Sin 

Commandment  
“Do not eat” 

Eve: Awareness for Others  
Archangel: Awareness For Self  

(hear the AA’s voice)  

Completion of Restoration (1) 
No original sin 

Age: 

Completion of Restoration (2) 
No awareness for self (4.10.2011)  



1 12 16 

A & E only hear Gods 

and Good Angels  

voices 

 

(No fallen Lucifer, 

satan yet) 

From 12 years Command =  

Responsability 

in own Creation 

”Not to Eat” 

2 Voices: 

Gods 

& 

Satans tempting 

voice to fall 



Completion of Restoration and Foundation Day  
(Chart 2-2) 

Type 
Birth of Adam 

& Eve 
Commandment After Fall 

Age 1~14 14~16 After 16 

Portion of 
Resp. 

3 Great 
Blessings 

Not to eat 
Messiah 

Foundation 

Sound God’s Sound 
God + Archangel 

Sound 
Archangel 

Sound 

Awareness 
& OS 

Awareness for 
others 

Awareness for 
others & self 

OS + 
Awareness 

self 

Realm of 
Dom. 

Indirect 
dominion 

Indirect dominion 
Satan’s 

dominion 

Life 
One tradition, 

2 Tradition 
Archangel 
Tradition, 



The desire of all human beings  

• To find the original homeland  

– The lost homeland from which I was born  

– My parents ( God of Night and Day) 

 

• The sperm - The seed of true love – from the father  

• The Egg - The body of true love – from the mother 

 

 

 

 
The Origin = God of Night and Day = Foundation Day  

The result  =  true lineage   
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Summary: 

3. What is Fallen Nature 

 

1. Failing to take God’s standpoint 

2. Leaving one’s proper position 

3. Reversing dominion 
4. Multiplying the criminal act 

Fifth fallen nature, “shifting the blame.” 



 

9 Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit 

 the kingdom of God? Be not deceived:  

 neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers,  

 nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, 
 

10 Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, 

   nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God. 

 

                                                    KJV /1 Cor.6:9 



Classification of sin 

1 Original sin 

2 

3 

4 

Summary: 

4. Solution - Sins  

UC Blessing 
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Classification of sin 

1 Original sin 

2 Hereditary sin 

3 Collective sin 

4 Individual sin 

Summary: 

4. Solution - Sins  

UC Blessing 

Ancestor liberation 

Attending LSA & TP 

Holy Life - HDH 

Comment: Jesus do forgive Personal Sin, 

but since Original Sin = the Root of all Sin is not forgiven, 

man is still trapped to sin again…and again… 

And the need for a Second Coming,  

Indemnity payment, Blessing, Ancestor Liberation is necesarry! 



Lucifer+sexual+Eve 

1 490 000 hits on Google 



The Shakers were founded in England in 1770 by Ann Lee.  

The Shaking Quakers were said to "shake" because they  

danced and spoke in tongues. 

1770 



Convinced (Spirit World inspired) 

that sin had begun with Adam and Eve's sex  

act in the Garden of Eden, 

Ann Lee insisted that sexual relations were the root of all sin.  

 

Men and women would achieve salvation only by  

overcoming this fleshly desire.  

Ann Lee 

 1736 –1784 

 leader of the United Society of Believers  

in Christ’s Second Appearing, or Shakers. 



William Branham USA had been hearing  

voices since he was seven years old.  

Finally, in May of 1946, Branham was  

commissioned  by an angel from God  

to be the forerunner of  

the Second Coming of Christ.  

 

One of the more radical beliefs of the group  

is that of Serpent Seed which states that  

the first sin committed occurred when Eve engaged  

in sexual activities with the Serpent  

in the Garden of Eden thus  

causing "the fall of man." 

 

1946 

William Branham 

 (1909-1965) 



“What did he do? He begin making love to Eve.  

And he lived with her as a husband.  

And she saw it was pleasant, so she went and told her  

husband; but she was already (spiritually) pregnant by Satan.  

And she brought forth her first son whose name was Cain,  

the son of Satan. 

 

My comment: In June 1946 TF went to Pyong Yang to search  

for the prepared Spir. groups. 

Seams like that Heavenly mission "spilled over" to US. 



Indemnity – Tang Gam 
 

탕감 



• What, then, is the meaning of restoration  

   through indemnity? When someone has lost  

   his original position or state, he must make some  

   condition to be restored to it.  

 

   The making of such conditions of restitution 

   is called indemnity.  
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•  Can be paid by (over) time = as Collective suffering 

•  Example Jewish 2000 year of diaspora 

•  First 400 year of Christian martyrs 

•  3 World Wars 



 

      19 of 21 Civilizations!  

 

Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975) observed that of the twenty-one  

most notable civilizations in history, nineteen of them perished  

not by external invaders but due to a collapse of internal moral  

standards.  

 

Gonzalez also points to two other interesting studies.  

Through studying 80 civilizations over a period of 4000 years,  

Cambridge University historian J.D. Unwin noted that those  

civilizations that accommodated sexual promiscuity declined  

and collapsed.  

 

Those that exercised sexual restraint managed to survive.  

 



 

Perhaps one of the strongest indicators that the fall was sexually related is  

found in the aesthetic practices of the great religions.  

 

•  Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism and Roman Catholicism all advocate  

   celibacy as the route to become purified and closer to Heaven.  

   While serving in his official and custodial role,  

 

•  The Chief Priest in Judaism was also expected to remain celibate.  

 

•  Within Islam, Sufis in pursuit of a mystical relation with Allah practice  

   celibacy to “weaken attachment to the world.” 

 

 
    Ref: A Reflection on Unification Thought, Evil, and Theodicy 

    Written by Thomas J. Ward  

    www.journals.uts.edu 



 

      13 Independent referencer to Fall of Man 

      as an act of illicit sexuality - fornication. 

 

•  Islam. Qur'an 7.11-27 

•  Job 31:33 

•  Judaism. Midrash, Genesis Rabbah 8.11 

•  Bahir 199/Kabbalah (Judaism) 

•  Judaism. Talmud, Abot de Rabbi Nathan 1 

•  Clement of AlexandriaStromata 3.14.94 (Christianity) 

•  William Branham (1909-1965) 

•  The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud (1900) 

•  John Milton: Paradise Lost (1667) 

•  Hutu tradition (African Traditional Releigions) 

•  Kojiki 4.1-6.1 (Shinto) 

•  Saint Augustine, City of God 14.18-23 (Christianity) 

•  Ekottara Agama 34 and Ch'i-shih Ching (Chinese Buddhism) 

 

   Reference: Worlds Scripture I & II 
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O Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment 

 upon you to cover your shame, as well as to be  

an adornment to you. But the raiment of righteousness- 

-that is the best.  

Such are among the signs of God, that they may  

receive admonition. 

O Children of Adam!  

Let not Satan seduce you in the same manner as  

he got your parents out of the Garden, stripping them  

of their clothing in order to expose their private parts.  

 

He and his tribe watch you from where you cannot  

see them! We have made the devils friends only to  

those without faith. 

                                              /Islam. Qur'an 7.11-27  



2 

If I covered my transgressions as Adam, 

 by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom 

                           /Job 31:33 



3 

Why does the scripture not place the verse 

“And the Lord God made for Adam and his 

wife garments of skin” (Genesis 3.21) immediately 

after “And they were both naked, and 

were not ashamed” (Genesis 2.25)?  



3 

Why does the scripture not place the verse 

“And the Lord God made for Adam and his 

wife garments of skin” (Genesis 3.21) immediately 

after “And they were both naked, and 

were not ashamed” (Genesis 2.25)?  

 

It teaches you through what sin that wicked creature 

inveighed them: Because the serpent saw them 

engaged in their natural relations, he conceived 

a lust for her. 

 

    Midrash Rabbah, Genesis 18.6 (Judaism) 



4 

The soul of the female comes from the Female,  

and the soul of the male comes from the Male.  

This is the reason why the Serpent followed Eve.  

He said, "Her soul comes from the north,  

and I will therefore quickly seduce her."  

And how did he seduce her?  

He had intercourse with her. 

 

                   /Bahir 199/Kabbalah (Judaism) 



5 

What was the wicked serpent contemplating 

at that time? He thought, "I shall go and kill  

Adam and wed his wife, and I shall be king  

over the whole world." 

 

  /Judaism. Talmud, Abot de Rabbi Nathan 1  



6 

The first man of our race did not bid his time,  

desired the favor of marriage before the  

proper hour, and fell into sin by not waiting  

for the time of Gods will. 



William Branham USA had been hearing  

voices since he was seven years old.  

Finally, in May of 1946, Branham was  

commissioned  by an angel from God  

to be the forerunner of  

the Second Coming of Christ.  

 

One of the more radical beliefs of the group  

is that of Serpent Seed which states that  

the first sin committed occurred when Eve engaged  

in sexual activities with the Serpent  

in the Garden of Eden thus  

causing "the fall of man." 

 

1946 

William Branham 

 (1909-1965) 

7 



8 

Dreams of falling are more frequently characterized  

by anxiety.  

 

Their interpretation, when they occur in  

women, offers no difficulty, because they nearly  

always accept the symbolic meaning of falling,  

which is a circumlocution for  

giving way to an erotic temptation. 

 

 /The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud (1900)  



9 

Book IX: Satan returns to Eden and enters  

into the body of a sleeping serpent.  

The serpent tempts Eve to eat the fruit of  

the Tree of Knowledge.  

She eats and takes some fruit for Adam.  

 

Adam realizes that Eve has been tricked,  

but eats of the fruit, deciding that he would  

rather die with Eve than live without her.  



9 cont 

At first the two become intoxicated by the fruit,  

and both become lustful and sleep together; 

afterwards, in their loss of innocence Adam and Eve  

cover their nakedness and fall into despair:  

 

"They sat them down to weep, nor only tears/  

Rained at their eyes, but high winds worse  

within/ Began to rise, high passions, anger, hate,/  

 

Mistrust, suspicion, discord, and shook greatly/  

Their inward state of mind." 

 

/John Milton: Paradise Lost (1667) 



10 

"The women opened her mouth (sexual organ) 

                 and Death jumped inside" 

 

        /Hutu tradition (African Traditional Releigions) 



11 

"Then let us, you and me, walk in a circle around  this  

heavenly pillar and meet and have conjugal intercourse."  

After thus agreeing, [Izanagi-no-mikoto] then said:  

"You walk around from the right, and I will walk around  

from the left and meet you."  

After having agreed to this, they circled around;  

then Izanami-no-mikoto said first: "Ana-ni-yasi,  

how good a lad!" After each had finished speaking,  

[Izanagi-no-mikoto] said to his spouse: “ 

It is not proper that the woman speak first."  

Nevertheless, they commenced procreation and gave  

birth to a leech-child.  

    

                                 /Kojiki 4.1-6.1 (Shinto) 



12 

"Lust requires for its consummation darkness and 

secrecy;... 

Not even the children who have been born because it 

was done are allowed to be witness while it is being 

done...is ashamed to be seen while it is being done. 

The reason can only be that what, by nature, has a 

purpose that everyone praices involves, by penalty,  

a passion that makes everyone ashamed… 



12 cont 

...even people who live a life of moral and reloigious 

self-controle have to bridle these passions...the bit 

and bridle are always needed. The present 

conditionis not that of healthy human nature; it is  

a sickness induced by sin... 

 

...it was only after the Fall, when their nature had  

lost its power to exact obedience from the sexual 

organs,  

that they fell and noticed the loss and being ashamed of 

their lust, covered these unruly members. 



12 cont 

 

...how many other human organs still obey the will 

even after the Fall, we have no reason for doubting 

that the one unruly member could have done the 

same., as long as there was no defiance from lust. 

 

/Saint Augustine, City of God 14.18-23 (Christianity) 



13 

Those among them that were more passionate 

became women, and these gods and goddesses  

fulfilled their desire and pleasure in one another. 

 

...Why are you behaving in this unclean way?" 

 

      /Ekottara Agama 34 and Ch'i-shih Ching  

                        (Chinese Buddhism) 



The Cross 

/Kahlil Gibran 



The play Romeo and Juliet arguably  

equates love and sex with death.  

 

Throughout the story,  

both Romeo and Juliet, along with  

the other characters, fantasise about it  

as a dark being, often equating it with a lover.  



Capulet, for example, when he first  

discovers Juliet's (faked) death, describes it as having  

deflowered his daughter.  

 

Juliet later erotically compares Romeo and death.  

Right before her suicide she grabs Romeo's dagger,  

saying "O happy dagger! This is thy sheath.  

There rust, and let me die." 



Sexuality has ben a stumble block for many: 

 

•  Ham in Noahs family 
 

Noah's family situation was similar to Jesus' situation who had not  

accomplished his hope and will. Always the second is hit.  

Jesus died because he was the second (Adam).  
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they are born as men.  



Sexuality has ben a stumble block for many: 

 

•  Ham in Noahs family 
 

Noah's family situation was similar to Jesus' situation who had not  

accomplished his hope and will. Always the second is hit.  

Jesus died because he was the second (Adam).  

 

Abel and Ham are both second sons. Looking at it this way,  

If you see all of Noah's family as Abel-type in the providence of God,  

It is the same as Jesus-type family.  

This family is the family that could not fulfill the Will. 

  

All the people who have been included in Noah's family are this  

kind of people who have not realized their first love even when  

they are born as men.  

 

This is how complicated the restoration history is./SMM 28 Aug 1971 



The Scream 
/Munch 
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Ham was humiliated at seeing his (naked) father and he felt 

his dignity was hurt.  

 

"Me" was the center of his thoughts and actions and based 

on that motivation he covered his sleeping father.  

That action brought tragedy to the dispensation.  

 

Covering his father's body was not wrong but Ham should 

have had unconditional respect for his father as a man of 

God.  

 

If he had approached his father without shame and with a 

loving heart covered his father's body then that scene would 

have been beautiful to God 
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Asians descended from Shem, Black people descended  

from Ham and white people from Japeth. 

  

Right now the descendants of Japeth are controlling  

everything by power. 

 

The era has now dawned in which the descendants of Ham  

must become the Elder Son or central position in all fields.  

 

This is the law of indemnity.  

This is the restoration of a heavenly order.  

 

At the time of Jesus, Shem's descendants were in control. 



'Fall of satan'  

/William Blake 
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 Unification theology most systematically  

considers the place of sacrifice in the plan of 

restoration,  

 

Indemnity means that certain  

conditions must be met in order for something  

or someone to be restored to a position which 

has been lost.  

 

So it is that the human race, which has broken its 

original relationship to God, must restore the  

foundations on which to build a new relationship. 
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What Unificationists call an "indemnity condition"  

achieves the restoration of a lost state by reversing the 

process which led to the loss in the first place.  

 

Sometimes the indemnity which is paid is  

 

• equal to the loss ("eye for an eye"),  

 

• sometimes it is less (faith yields abundant results),  

 

• and sometimes it is more  

  (the Israelites' wandering in the desert was extended  

  from forty days to forty years because of their infidelity). 
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The whole human race must perform certain  

"indemnity conditions" before the messiah can 

be received and the Kingdom established.  

 

So also must individual Unificationists do  

"indemnity conditions" in order to restore proper 

human and divine relationships,  

 

These conditions indude periods of 

prayer, fasting, and sacrifice, 



World Record 40 km free fall!                       2012 



•  Accordingly, you who are living in the last days of the  

   universe must not be self-centered on issues of sexuality.   

                                                                              

                                                                         /SMM 1958 
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   they do not know love.  

   These days, children see through TV and through parents,  

   they see the love affair before they really mature and sense  

   by themselves. 



 

 

•  Question: What do you mean by "control human love"? 

 

   Answer: During the time when children are growing,  

   they do not know love.  

   These days, children see through TV and through parents,  

   they see the love affair before they really mature and sense  

   by themselves. 

 

   In Adam and Eve's case, they had nothing to see.  

   They did not know about sexual love.  

   As long as they didn't know anything about it, God 

   could not teach them. God had to wait until they matured  

   and knew something about it before they could come under  

   His Direct Dominion. 
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   Until that time, God could not tell them, "Don't do this.  

   Don't have a sexual relationship with Lucifer". 

 

   Through natural growth and 

   development, they would have matured and learned  

   to know of love.  

 

   Then God could have blessed them in marriage. 

 

   The Master Speaks On Satan, The Fall, And Evil 

   /These questions and answers have been transcribed  

    from tapes made during our Leader's sessions with  

    members and guests at  Centers throughout the  

    United States during his trip  

                                                                      March & April 1965. 



In Restoration 

here sexual temptations 

sets in: Masturbation,  

illicit love … 







The Position of Fallen Human Beings 

God Satan 

Good mind 

Heart and  

conscience 

Evil mind 

Selfish mind 
Objective to  

God 
Objective to Evil 

Self-denial 

Fasting, sexual abstinence 

Sacrificing myself for  

others 

Self-indulgence 

Greed, lust, laziness 

Sacrificing others for myself 

Human 

Responsibility 

The role of religion: strengthen the mind (heart and conscience) 

                             to regain control over the body 

God’s word 

Love/Truth 

Satan’s word 

False love 
Mind Body 

Fallen/selfish person 



Human History from the Perspective of 

God’s Providence 
God’s Heart and Will = Unchanging/absolute = To realise the purpose of creation 

Evil 

selfish 

purpose 

Selfish 

Man 

Selfish 

Woman 

selfish 

children 

Selfish  Family  

Society, World 

False Parents 

False love 

False life 

False lineage 

Adam Eve 

Serpent/  

Satan God 

True 

Man 

True 

Woman 

True 

children 

True  Family, 

Society, World 

True Parents 

true love 

True life 

True lineage 

Adam Eve 

RESTORATION 

Human Responsibility 

Fulfilment of God’s will 

God’s responsibility + Human responsibility 

Religion has the central role  

in overcoming our ignorance  

and transforming us from 
selfishness  

to living for God and others. 



The Purpose of Religion 

2. Growth 

1.Formation 

3. Completion 

God 

Eve Adam 

Children  

Fall 

Satan 

Eve Adam 

Children  

Adam 

+ 

Eve 

God 

Eve Adam 

Children  

Religion: 

Give God’s word/truth 

Selfish people: 

Accept – repent – change direction 

Selfish >>> for God and others 

Restoration through indemnity

a reverse course - self-denial 

Restoring:  

1. Love for God 

2. Love for others 

Foundation to receive  

True Parents 

(Messiah = 3rd Adam) 





























That is why the path of salvation which Unification Thought is 

teaching is not individual salvation.  

O.T.= Offering – Symbolic salvation 

N.T.= Individual Salvation 

C.T.= Family Salvation 

If the family is not saved then nothing can be saved.  

 

It is the salvation of couples and children.  

If we are not able to save our children then we must wait in 

the spiritual world.  

 

Thus in the spirit world the educational law is established.  



Everyone must go to the spirit world in a single line.  

Do you understand? 

  

In the spirit world there is an educational system,  

and all the things which were not able to be accomplished  

on the earth are educated and everyone  

must cross (pass?) over together.  

 

We believe for the sake of family salvation.  

 

Do you understand? [Yes.]  

 

                                                                         /SMM 71 08 28 
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Why Restoration? 

• because man is a born sinner = Fall of Man 

 

Restoring what? 

• connection to God - Word 

• purity - Holy Wine 

• divine bloodlineage - Blessing 

• Kingdom of Heaven - Life   
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”A life of faith in itself is indemnity.  

 

Any thought, feeling, or action offered toward living 

according to your original nature takes an abundance 

of strength and conviction.  

 

Have you considered that doing the will of God,  

aligning yourself to the Principle, and living the  

Principle with True Parents as the standard,  

is also indemnity?...  
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…Be careful in this: indemnity cannot be accepted if you  

attempt to pay it without the right attitude.  

There is often a fine line separating the two;  

make sure you cross the boundary line and give your  

offering to God rather than Satan.  

 

Satan can too easily claim a condition of indemnity that is  

not sanctified.  

 

The trouble is, you do not always know whether God was  

able to accept your offering or if it was tainted just enough  

to permit Satan to grab it.” 

                                             

                                                   /quote from 

www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/Hdte/Hdte-17a.htm 
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The works of re-creation follow the course of re-storation  

through indemnity; indemnity is carried out through the  

works of re-creation.  

 

Therefore, re-creation can only come about when you  

invest yourself (100%).  

 

For this reason, it is a reasonable conclusion to say  

that sacrifice is inevitable.  

 

                                                        (82-240, 1976.1.31) 
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 How did Adam fall? He fell due to his disbelief.  

 

• Disbelief was the primary reason.  

  

• Next, Adam fell because he asserted himself.  

  He put himself, his ego in the center of everything.  

  Adam fell because he took a self-centered position.  

 

• Next, Adam demanded a realm of self-centered love. 

 

  These are the three major elements of the Fall:  

  disbelief,  

  self-assertion or self-centeredness,  

  and finally dreams of self-centered love.  

   

  These are the footholds of Satan.  

  The fallen angels were like this.  

                                                                (126-34, 1983.4.10) 
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The way of indemnity is necessary for us.  

In order to save this world, you walk the way of indemnity.  

 

Even though Jesus was born as the original son of God, he still 

needed to go the way of indemnity in order to save this world.  
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The Unification Church is 95 to 98 percent to do with the life 

of faith. Since human beings lost 95 percent of what God 

created, our re-creation takes place only after we complete 95 

percent.  

 

Once that is done, we must fulfill the remaining 5 percent.  

How difficult that is!...  
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If the Fall had not occurred, Heaven would have done 95  

percent and we would only have to do five percent. 

 

But due to the Fall, God cannot do that for us again.  

We must accomplish re-creation.  

That means we must do 95 percent plus 5 percent.  

Therefore, we must be ready to die.  

 

We must be prepared for sacrifice.  

 

Don’t think of comfort until we have completed the worldwide 

course of restoration…  

 

                                                                 (142-84, 1986.3.1) 
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When we say “restoration through indemnity,” it means  

indemnity for the sake of restoration.  

 

Restoration through indemnity is the way to attain completion 

(perfection).  

 

Only after indemnity can restoration take place; then we  

can go the path of perfection.  



Thus, you can consider that  

indemnity and restoration are one.  



Thus, you can consider that  

indemnity and restoration are one.  

 

Perfection cannot be attained automatically; it is attained 

through indemnity.  

Therefore, human beings living in the fallen world cannot 

reach completions (perfection) unless they set up conditions 

of indemnity.                                                

                                              (God’s Will - 697) 
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is to lay the foundation for the New Adam 

as Christ  the Messiah 

F/F  
Foundation of Faith = "'Love the Lord your God with all your heart  

                                     and with all your soul and with all your  

                                     strength and with all your mind‘..'“ Luk 10:27 
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3. Time period 

Foundation of Substance 

realizing the "perfect incarnation  
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"the condition of indemnity to remove  

the fallen nature"  
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The ultimate purpose of Indemnity 

is to lay the foundation for the New Adam 

Christ  the Messiah 

TO able Him to create Kingdom of Heaven! 

F/M 

F/F       +       F/S 

What does it profit, my brethren, if someone  

says he has faith (vertical) but does not have  

Works (horizontal)?  

Can faith save him?    /James 2:14 

Foundation for Messiah – Success! 



F/F       +      (F/S) 

Comment: Without the balance,  F/F+F/S being equal 

                  the Foundation for The Messiah 

                  is unbalanced and F/M will slide off! 

F/S is much harder to establish, since it includes  

challenging your fallen nature interacting with another fallen human. 

The ultimate purpose of Indemnity 

is to lay the foundation for the New Adam 

as Christ  the Messiah 

NOT TO BE KILLED! 



The Principles of Restoration 

Foundation to receive True Parents  (Messiah) 

Foundation to 
receive the 

Messiah 
= 

Foundation 
of Faith 

Foundation 
of Substance 

+ 
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The Principles of Restoration 

     Foundation to receive the Messiah 
2.    Foundation of Substance 

(become an incarnation of the Word of God) 
 

Requires: (Opposite to Fallen Nature) 
 

1. Love as God Loves 

2. Receive love through 

3. Submit to 

4. Learn God’s way from Adam 

God 

A/A 

F/F 

F/S 

A/A, Lucifer = Jinn, Iblis = the servant, who became Satan 



I. It is We who created you and gave you shape;  

then We bade the angels, “Bow down to Adam,”  

and they bowed down; not so Iblis, he refused to  

be of those who bow down. [God] said, “What  

prevented you from bowing down when I  

commanded you?” He said, “I am better than he;  

You created me from fire, and him from clay.”  

God said, “Get down from this place; it is not  

for you to be arrogant here; get out, for you are  

of the meanest of creatures.”  

 

                                            /Qur’an 7.11-27 



II. I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance:  

but he that cometh after me is mightier than I,  

whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: he shall  

baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire: 

 

                                            /Matthew 3:11 



III. During the (Blessing) ceremony, the officiator,  

Rev. Moon, suddenly changed into the shape in  

which God had appeared in the Garden of Eden  

before the human fall; God's rays spun in splendid  

and enrapturing colors and circled around Rev. Moon,  

whereupon he assumed God's body.   

St. Augustine  

June 2000 



III. Then, the whole scene of the Blessing ceremony  

was showered with brilliant light, as if floodlights of  

thousands of volts had been turned on in a dark room. 

In this ceremony, God's light touched each and every  

couple. At this time, my wife was on earth and I was,  

of course, in the spiritual world.  

 

                                            /St. Augustine June 2000 





OLD TESTAMENT 

TEN COMMANDMENTS  

Exodus 20:1-17  
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OLD TESTAMENT 

TEN COMMANDMENTS  

Exodus 20:1-17  

 

10 Gods (source) = Mans Commandment 

 

4 Vertical: 

 

1. You shall have no other gods besides Me.  

 

2. You shall not make for yourself an idol,  

 

3. You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain 

 

4. Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy.  
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OLD TESTAMENT 

TEN COMMANDMENTS  

Exodus 20:1-17  

 

10 Gods (source) = Mans Commandment 

 

6 Horisontal: 

 

5  Honor your father and your mother 

 

6  You shall not murder.  

 

7  You shall not commit adultery.  

 

8  You shall not steal.  

 

9  You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.  

 

10 You shall not covet (have desire to) your neighbor's house; 

you shall not covet your neighbor's wife or his male servant or his 

ox or his donkey or anything that belongs to your neighbor."  



Compare 10 commandments  

with the Finnish (or any countries) Law! 

Break the Countrys Civil Laws and society (police+court)  

will chase and punnish you! – If you are caught. 

 

 

Break any single one of the 10 Commandments 

And Heaven = Spirit World + Gods Heavenly Law 

of cause and effect , ”reap what you sow” 

will follow you until FULL payment is done. 

YOU ARE ALWAYS CAUGHT! – BY YOUR CONSCIENCE 

 

”You Reap What You Sow” (Gal 6.1–10) 

 

Matthew 5:26 I tell you the truth, you will not get out  

until you have paid the last penny. /Jesus 



• 1-5: The first half of the Ten Commandments 

   relate to our vertical relationship with God, 

   His Word and Will. 1st Blessing. 

 

•  6-10: From sixth to tenth helps humans to restore 

    our horizontal relationships.     

    Extending to Creation.  

    2nd and 3rd Blessing. 

 



•  Failure to follow the first half  

   = Pray, ask God who Jesus was  

      (during his time on Earth) 

      led to Jesus crucufixion 

 

•  Rejection of Jesus was an expression of their 

    lack of quality in vertical relationship. 

   

•  Rejection of the disciples love was an  

   expression of their lack of quality in  

   horizontal relationship.   

 



 

more modern time examples 

of law of Indemnity: 

 

Lineus Nemesis Divina 

www.ebc.uu.se/undervisning/AlumnCvL/uppsatser/ 

Liv%20&%20verk/HolmgrenKarolina.pdf 

 

(if needed - translate with Google)  

 



Foundation for  

New Testament 

• Belief in Jesus as Messiah 

• John the Baptist = primary messenger as ”Elijah” 

 

• Failure to believe  in John and Jesus  

  and later Johns lack of faith.  

  Lack of Faith = Sin 

 

   Payment - Consequence: 

• Suffering,Crusifixion,martyrdom 

• 400 year of christian suffering, martyrs 



•  How does restoration relate to MY daily life 

•  How can I & we pay more Indemnity!   

 

 

Make a  small   Foundation for Messiah =  

 

Vertical:     Foundation of Faith = Prayer, Study, Believe 

Horizontal: Foundation if Substance = go out Witnessing  

 

Foundation for  

Completed Testament 



 

•  Isn´t the time of Indemnity over! 

    True, but still God needs the Blessing to  

    be spread worldwide! 

     

” Matthew 9:37 Then He said to His disciples,  

  "The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few.  

  9:38 "Therefore beseech the Lord of the harvest  

  to send out workers into His harvest.” 

  

  We UC members are ”the workers”. 

  Witness the New Great Truth! = the Blessing 

 



 

•  Who paid the greatest price? 

   Jesus, TF, TP we? 

   If you compare… 

 

•  Our price is small in comparison. 

 

•  Tithe your time to witnessing! 



From Lucifer to True Parents: 

 

I am offering this to True Parents. Since all people call 

you True Parents, I call you True Parents. I am very sorry 

that I gave you an extremely huge difficulty to straighten 

out the countless aspects of evil history of sin that I 

committed.  

 

What word would I have to tell you? Once, I, 

undeserving and selfish, desired to receive the blessing. 

I am very sorry for this.  

If it is possible, I ask for your generous punishment, as 

you are the parents of humankind.  



As I see the countless ways of evil and sin, the ways of  

indemnity, even with my eyes, I can see that the only way  

of my return is the way of bloody bruises. However, if it is 

 the last way of suffering to go to God and True Parents,  

I will follow obeying. 

 

True Parents, Parents of humankind,  

Lucifer is very sorry. 

I am truly sorry. 

 

                                       From Lucifer - March 21, 1999 
                                                                 

                               www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/ 



•  What shall we do after indemnity is paid. 

   Make your own Winessing plan,  

   bring people into Gods Blessing 

   

•  What does The Very Last Day mean! 

 

•   2012 = 13Jan 2013 Heavenly Calender = 22Feb 2013 

 

•   Read DivinePrinciple 

   

    The Last Days and the Present Days  

    www.unification.net/dp96/dp96-1-3.html#Sec4 

 





2004 
•  John 1:25 They asked him, and said to him,  

   “Why then are you baptizing, if you are not the Christ,  

   nor Elijah, nor the Prophet?”  

   26 John answered them saying, “I baptize in water, but among you stands One  

   whom you do not know. 27    “It is He who comes after me,  

   the thong of whose sandal I am not worthy to untie.” 

•  "Moses said, `The Lord God shall raise up for you a prophet like me from your  

   brethren; to Him you shall give heed in everything He says to you.'" (Acts 3:20, 22)  



• Will we, like Moses and John the B. (at Jordan) 

  realize the same true value of Christ when he returns! 



• “Take up your cross and follow Me” Matthew 16:24; Mark 8:34; Luke 9:23! 

  Witnessing the Truth = following ”The Way”! 

 

•  Be mocked, abused, ridiculed, threatened at… 

   for following your faith in Christ! 2010 = carrying the Cross 



What are you waiting for? 

Start your Mission NOW 



/Muhammad 1986 

                                 "WHAT ARE YOU 

                                   WAITING FOR?" 

   

Spiritual Messages from the Prophet Mohammad 

 

 

 

Tell them that we the prophets are of the same mother,  

that our religion is one, and that there is no difference  

between my followers and the Jews and the Christians.  

I taught them the pure doctrine of unity with those  

religions sent before Islam.  



/Muhammad 1986 

                                 "WHAT ARE YOU 

                                   WAITING FOR?" 

   

Spiritual Messages from the Prophet Mohammad 

 

 

 

Tell them to stop shedding God's servants' blood  

for nothing but tribal purposes.   

Tell them it is now time for the real Messiah on earth,  

so they must follow him.  

Tell them to follow Moon for their as well as our benefit. 



7 key sections in the Principle of Creation 

– 1st chapter of the Divine Principle 

1 God’s dual essence of Mind - Body 

2 God’s dual essence of Masculine - Feminine 

3 Give and take around a common base 

4 Love, beauty, joy and meaning 

5 Human value 

6 Stages of Growth 

7 Our spirit grows through vitality elements – 

through receiving feedback  
475 



These 7 key sections can be transformed 

into the 7 Principles of Creation 

1 The Principle of Identity 

2 The Principle of Diverse Inputs 

3 The Principle of Give and Take 

4 The Principle of Including Love, Beauty, 

Truth, Goodness, Joy and  Meaning 

5 The Principle of Respect 

6 The Principle of Growth of the Whole 

through Growth of the Individual  

7 The Principle of Feedback 



Even people who have evil intentions use the 

principles of Creation to achieve their goals –  

but they typically violate principle of respect  

1 Let’s invade and take over another country 

2 Who are the key people who can help us succeed 

3 Let’s discuss, plan, set up communication processes 

4 How can we motivate our army and population 

5 We respect the needs of OUR army and population 

6 What training will help our troops to succeed 

7 What feedback systems will help us understand what 

we need to improve.  
477 



Freedom and the Human Fall 
 

The Meaning of Freedom from the Viewpoint of the Principle 

 

 

1. First, there is no freedom outside the Principle.  

      Freedom requires both free will and the free actions  

      pursuant to that will 

DP96 



Freedom and the Human Fall 
 

The Meaning of Freedom from the Viewpoint of the Principle 

 

 

2. Second, there is no freedom without responsibility.  

    Human beings, created according to the Principle,  

    can reach perfection only by fulfilling their responsibility  

    based on their free will. 

 

DP96 



Freedom and the Human Fall 
 

The Meaning of Freedom from the Viewpoint of the Principle 

 

 

3. Third, there is no freedom without accomplishment.  

    When human beings exercise freedom and carry out  

    their responsibility, they strive to accomplish results which  

    complete the purpose of creation and bring joy to God.  

DP96 



 “Every human being is struggling to attain  

  life-long happiness and 

  overcome misfortune”. 

 

             /First sentens in Divine Principle 



          The Pinnacle of Suffering Sun Myung Moon 

                                      June 26, 1977  

 

 

 

 

•  For God to liberate man, God himself must be liberated 

•  God's entire hope has been concentrated on the  

    momentous day of resurrection 

•  God's children will go beyond the pinnacle of His  

    suffering 

•  God's only remaining hope 



          The Pinnacle of Suffering Sun Myung Moon 

                                      June 26, 1977  

 

 

 

 

•   If you say that God is your Father then you must  

    take responsibility for Him 

•  Following a doctrine does not qualify anyone as  

    a child of God 

•  You must not bargain with heaven, or look for the  

    easy way 

•  Persecution is my opportunity to love God more  

    profoundly 



Freedom from the portion of responsibility  

in relation to restoration 

 

If Adam and Eve had fulfilled their portion of  

responsibility their descendants would not have been  

burdened with the responsibility for restoration.  

 

They would have entered into an era of family  

ethics that would have been like sovereign law. 



Until today, although God could move through  

360 degrees on that same level plane,  

He could not teach us directly and we have been  

waiting for the emergence of a central figure (3rd Adam).  

That is why difficulties arose.  

                                               (136-316, 1985.12.29) 



True Parents had to pass through an indemnity  

course on the level of the individual, family, tribe,  

people, nation, world and cosmos.  

Love is restored by separating from Satan  

and by fulfilling man’s portion of responsibility  

that was lost because of him.  

Satan cannot invade those who love their enemies  

and love their enemies’ countries. 

 

                                             (137-113, 1985.12.24) 



Cheon Seong Gyeong 
Book 8 Chapt. 2 

The Internal Meaning of Sin and the Fall 

by Sun Myung Moon 
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng/ 



    Comparison Jesus Life & Death 

                           and 

The Life & Death of Sun Myung Moon 



•  Jesus Death and Ressurection 

 

•  True Fathers 7 Close Deaths and Ressurections 
 

 

 

 

 

As a Messiah, to accomplish resurrection is an extremely  

meaningful accomplishment. 

 

We were created by God but then,  

because of the Fall, we fell away from God.  

So for us, returning back to God's direct dominion 

that is resurrection.  



Jesus came in order to recreate mankind back into the  

state of being in God's direct dominion.  

 

But Jesus was not able to accomplish that completely  

because he went the way of the cross.  

 

He did manage to accomplish the spiritual resurrection  

but the physical body remained in the realm of Satan.  



So Jesus died once, was resurrected once, spiritually.  

 

And forty days after, he reappeared to mankind and was  

able to establish a very huge Christian church foundation  

based on that one resurrection. 



True Parents have faced death seven times  

and been resurrected seven times, not only spiritually,  

but spiritually and physically.  

 

This means that True Parents have an extremely huge gift  

to give to mankind because of the victory of those  

resurrections.  

 

That's the grace of the seven deaths and resurrections. 



True Parents have also discussed that we need to go through  

eight stages of horizontal [resurrection].  

We have to accomplish victories at the individual, family,  

tribal, race, nation, world, cosmic levels. 



1.   The first resurrection was in the prison  

 at Gyeonggi do.  

 Father was imprisoned in October 1944.  

       He was imprisoned for about 4 months  

       until February 1945.  

 

2. The second death and resurrection was at the     

 Jeongju police station in North Korea. He was  

 imprisoned for about a week during October of 1945. 

 

3.  The third time Father was imprisoned was by  

 the internal security forces in 1946. 



4. Hungnam death camp 1948-1950 

     Father was able to witness and gain 12 disciples,  

12 people who devoted themselves to Father at the risk 

of their own lives. /WonPihlKim 

Korean War 1950-53, to Liberate True Father. 

 

5.  After Hungnam, Father was imprisoned again in 

Seodaemun prison in 1955.  

 

6.   The sixth resurrection was when Father was held in 

Danbury from July 20, 1984 until July 4 1985.  

 

7.   The seventh resurrection was 2008 

the “helicopter accident”. 



If we compare Jesus' resurrection and Father's resurrection,  

True Parents were substantially resurrected.  

Jesus shed blood on the cross.  

 

True Parents were resurrected without shedding blood.  

Jesus died alone and had to go and re-gather his disciples  

when he was in spiritual form. 



True Parents were not alone.  

They had their followers with them in the helicopter and  

their followers saved them.  

Jesus had to witness to himself as the Messiah after his  

resurrection.  

But there were many, many people to witness to True Parents  

as the Messiah. They did not have to do it themselves. 



Imagine now, True Parents have been resurrected seven times,  

physically and spiritually.  

 

So at this time, we need to believe in True Parents and  

lead a clean and holy life.  

 

We need to become one with True Parents.  

We need to live for others. 



We have to throw away all our old habits and become a  

model family following True Parents.  

 

We are the people who should be following those eight stages  

of resurrection.  

 

We need to clean ourselves internally and join with True Parents. 



 

We are the people who should be following those  

seven stages of resurrection. 

  

We need to clean ourselves internally and join with True Parents. 

 

 

 

 

Source: Seven Deaths and Resurrections 
                Jin Hung Yong 

                December 19, 2009 

                Headquarters Church, Seoul Korea 

 
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Yong/Yong-091219.htm 



The Decline of Violence 



The Decline of Violence 

What led you to write a book on violence?  

As I explain in the Preface,  

it was an interest in human nature and its moral  

and political implications, carried over from my  

earlier books.  

In How the Mind Works (518–519) and  

The Blank Slate (166–169, 320, 330–336),  

I presented several kinds of evidence that violence  

had declined over time.  

 

Then in 2007, through a quirky chain of events,  

I was contacted by scholars in a number of fields  

who informed me there was far more evidence  

for a decline in violence than I had realized.  



29 Nov 2012 - A taste of D-day! 

  Power of TF in Spirit World! 

New York celebrates the first day, ever  

without a reported crime 

Google for details! 



On the other hand: Dec 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demonstrators run and throw stones towards the police 

during a protest in front of India Gate in New Delhi.  

Protests that have swelled in New Delhi since the  

gang-rape of a young woman, banning gatherings  

of more than five people, but still thousands poured  

into the heart of the capital to vent their anger. 

/ REUTERS 



More independent references to a sexual root in Fall of Man 



William Branham USA had been hearing  

voices since he was seven years old.  

Finally, in May of 1946, Branham was  

commissioned  by an angel from God  

to be the forerunner of  

the Second Coming of Christ.  

 

One of the more radical beliefs of the group is that of  

Serpent Seed which states that  

the first sin committed occurred when Eve engaged  

in sexual activities with the Serpent  

in the Garden of Eden thus  

causing "the fall of man." 

 

William Branham 

 (1909-1965) 



“What did he do? He begin making love to Eve.  

And he lived with her as a husband.  

And she saw it was pleasant, so she went and told her  

husband; but she was already pregnant by Satan.  

And she brought forth her first son whose name was Cain,  

the son of Satan. 

 

My comment: In June 1946 TF went to Pyong Yang to search  

for the prepared Spir. groups. 

Seams like that Heavenly mission "spilled over" to US. 



"Genesis is deeply symbolic, and cannot be  

grasped by a literal interpretation," he explained.  

"Its 'tree of life' is the human body.  

 

The spinal cord is like an upturned tree, with man's hair as  

its roots, and afferent (ingoing) and efferent (outgoing) nerves  

as branches.  

 

The tree of the nervous system bears many enjoyable fruits,  

or sensations of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch.  

In these, man may rightfully indulge; but he was forbidden  

the experience of sex, the 'apple' at the center of the bodily  

garden. 



"The 'serpent' represents the coiled-up spinal energy  

which stimulates the sex nerves.  

'Adam' is reason, and 'Eve' is feeling. 

  

When the emotion or Eve-consciousness in any human  

being is overpowered by the sex impulse, his reason or  

Adam also succumbs (collapses). 



Comment: "The interpretation of the text, which  

understood it to refer to a miscegenation between  

fallen angels and w o m e n , was given additional  

emphasis by a variant reading of the text of the Septuagint  

Greek translation of the Old Testament in verses 2 and 4.  

 

Instead of reading "hoi huoi tou Theou" this variant gave  

"fioi angeloi tou Theou" - that is, it was directly stated in this  

variant that it was "the angels of God" w h o went in to the  

daughters of men.  

This variant reading was for long the most widely accepted  

in the early Church.  



 

The Apologists of the second century found no  

difficulty in accepting the notion of  commerce between  

angelic spirits and women.  

 

For example St, Justin Martyr dearly knows the text of the  

Book of Enoch and the Book of jubilees, and explains that  

the offspring of this unnatural union were the demons who  

tempt and prey upon men  (Apologia II.5).  



The same tradition is continued by Athenagoras,  

Irenaeus, and Clement of Alexandria, who held  

that although the angels took part of the spiritual world,  

they were capable of being attracted to a lower beauty.  

 

Likewise Tertullian calls these fallen angels "desertores Dei,  

amatores feminarum", and uses this example to warn w o m e n  

against cosmetics and bewitching finery.  

Julius Africanus took the "daughters of m e n " to be the  

"daughters of the race of Cain".  



The Clementine apocrypha of the third century explained that  

after falling from their high estate into an illicit union with  

w o m e n the wicked spirits revealed to w o m e n evil arts. 



As in exegesis of the Eden story, so here there  

was a readiness to see w o m e n as especially connected  

with the origin of sin and evil.  

 

Lactantius explained that there were two kinds of demons;  

the first were spiritual creatures only, fallen from heaven;  

the others were the descendants of the perverse sexual union  

mentioned in Genesis VI." 

 

Ref: Page 149-150 Fall of Man,  

/Ten Theologians Respond to the Unification Church 



Since there are moral  

connections between all people, it follows  

that the effects of sin are not shut up within  

the individual but are passed down through the human race.  

 

"If we are units," Bushnell wrote, "so also are we a race,  

and the race is one — one family, an organic whole; such that  

the fall of the head involves the fall of all the members.“ 

 

Ref: Page 23, Bushnell and the Unification Movement 

/Ten Theologians Respond to the Unification Church 



C. G. Jung, Man and his Symbols 

 

 

Every culture has a mythological story about a fall from grace –  

Allienering Common symbols - from Mankind's common  

"Collective Subconscious" symbols indicate a sexual guilt! 



The English poet John Milton wrote in 1667: 

 

After eating the fruit, then Adam and Eve had pleasurable sex,  

and only Adam is convinced that Eve was right when she  

thought that eating the fruit would be beneficial.  

 

However, they soon fall asleep and have terrible nightmares,  

and after they woke up, they experience guilt and shame for  

the first time.  

Realizing that they have committed a terrible act against God,  

and begin to accuse each other. 



Graham Greene in an interview in 1949: 

“I've always been interested in the mystery of sin.  

It is always the foundation of my books. 

 

Since publication of the first, I've had an audience ready to  

receive the message and be sensitive to this issue. 

 

T.S. Elliot argues that  

before 1930 had authors no sense of original sin.  

But that situation has changed, especially after the war. 

 

Comment: 1935 SMM mission to the principles reveal the true  

origin of sin = Illicit sexual union between Eve - Lucifer  

and then Eve – Adam  producing 

Original sin, Ancestral, Collective and Personal Sin. 



Ruth Montgomery,  spiritual medium 

An example of a drug addict's death experience 

 

People who die as an alcoholic can hover around people on  

earth who drink too much, crave alcohol still unable to break  

the habit bands that bound them to their physical bodies.  

 

Same with heavy smoking or drug use, there or here, or  

sex maniacs who exploit others in order to appease the  

bodily desire for intercourse.  

 

To escape the ... we must break ties,  

the shackles that bind us to satisfy the physical body.  



So try to break the bad habits of the earth.  

It is clearly easier to SOLVE them on earth.  

 

Those who do not drink or smoke or use drugs or  

lust for sex will be free from these shackles  

on the other side. 

 

It is easier to break these shackles while in physical form  

than to undo them on the other side,  

there are no temptations in our way (in spir. world).  

 

Thus, there is no reward for behaving correctly here in spirit,  

because there is something to tempt us with.  

The hard school is in the physical, and it is there that we must  

face and overcome temptation. 



  Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Real 
 

Apology of Lucifer 

I am offering this to God. 

God, I am very sorry. 

How could I dare to ask for Your forgiveness?  

Although I knew that history would end some day,  

I wasn't able to see either the direction or my original  

position to which I must go.  

II will return as I would carry the punishment given by God. 

What more could I say about the countless days that I  

sinned by ignoring God's long sigh although I saw it? 

God! God! 

I am very sorry. 

                                        From Lucifer - March 21, 1999 



  Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Real 
 

From Lucifer to True Parents 

 

Once, I, undeserving and selfish, desired to receive the  

blessing. I am very sorry for this.  

 

I can see that the only way of my return is the way of  

bloody bruises.  

However, if it is the last way of suffering to go to God  

and True Parents, I will follow obeying. 

 

True Parents, Parents of humankind, Lucifer is very sorry. 

I am truly sorry. 

                                        From Lucifer - March 21, 1999 



              From Lucifer to Humankind 
 

From now on, when poverty, suffering, and disease  

disappear, and God's new Heaven and earth open,  

rather than poverty and disease, peace will come to  

all people in the world of love and dance. 

 

I won't even offer an excuse before the fact that,  

I betrayed countless members of humankind and  

religious people.  

 

I will return as Lucifer, wishing all humankind to be  

happy as children of God. 

 

   Criminal Lucifer of humankind - March 21,1999 



  Summary: 

 
• John the Baptist did witness to Jesus as Messiah, at Baptism 

  But then failed to follow Jesus, recognize himself as Elijah  

  and lay a physical and spiritual protective foundation. 

 

• Jesus crucifixion was murder and hindered Jesus to 

  fulfill the ultimate messianic mission of removing Original Sin. 

  

• The removal of original sin will open a door of Salvation  

   and ultimately lead to the removal of all sins  

  (Original, Collective, Ancestral, and Personal) 



  Summary: 
  

• The one and only reason for Jesus to promise his return 

  is to repeat and fulfill the messianic mission,  

  of physical and spiritual salvation = removal of Original Sin 

  

• This will be done by a messianic new birth on Earth 

  and a Holy Marriage of the Lamb.  



  Summary: 
 

•  Biblical support: 

   But first he must suffer many things and be rejected  

   by this generation. -Luke 17:25 

 

   And she brought forth a male child, who was to rule all  

   nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up  

   unto God, and to his throne. - Revelation 12:5 

 

   His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were  

   many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew,  

   but he himself. 



  Summary: 

 
  

• A new Adam & Eve, supported by a national foundation 

  (Korea) that Jesus lacked (Israel)  

  and making a new start for Sinless Mankind  

  by Holy Blessing them.  



From Hyung Jin Nims Lecture 

Restoring the Marriage of Jesus 



From Hyung Jin Nims Lecture 

Restoring the Physical Fall 



2003 



From Hyung Jin Nims Lecture 

Restoring the Spiritual Fall 



"Before you desire to have dominion over the universe, you 

must first have dominion over yourself.“ 

 

Your conscience knows everything about you. It knows them 

even better than God knows.  

 

So if you place your conscience in God's position over your life, 

and go the way of absolute obedience, of "high-noon 

settlement", it is certain that you will establish a realm of 

resonance between your mind and body and perfect their unity. 

                                                                  /SMM 13 Jun. 2006 

High -Noon 



The kingdom of heaven in heaven is the world of "high noon",  

where God and man can meet without any shadow  

in a total union filled with brightness.          /SMM 2 Jan. 1983 

Judgment Day = When Christ/Messiah/ True Parents  

brings down Heavenly Law = Immediate Judgement of Evil 

 

Unrighteous rulers are removed…ex. arabian spring 



End 

Or Beginning of the New Cosmic Age of Peace 

(if you prefer) 



Ref.:  Divine Principle 1996 edition 

 

 Cheong Syeong Geong, vers. 2006  

           Book 8 Chapt. 2 

           The Internal Meaning of Sin and the Fall 

 

 The Pinnacle of Suffering  

           Sun Myung Moon June 26, 1977 



Ref.:   www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Yong/ 

 

  Remarkable Healings by Shakuntala Modi 

 

  Messiahs Vol. 2, by Christian Nseka 

 

 The Deviation and Restoration  

 of Human Race by Theodore Verheven 



Ref.:   Messages from Spirit World 
              www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/Lucifer/Lucifer.htm  

 

 Deep Origin Healing by Robert & Janice Maddox 

 www.deeporiginhealing.com/ 

  

           Wikipedia, some  pictures 





                    Original Beauty remains on Earth! 

It reminds us of the beauty that lies sleeping inside of us all! 

Waiting to be touched by the Blessing from God and  True Parents. 


